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A computer vision system that has to interact in natural language needs to
understand the visual appearance of interactions between objects along with the
appearance of objects themselves. Relationships between objects are frequently
mentioned in queries of tasks like semantic image retrieval, image captioning, visual
question answering and natural language object detection. Hence, it is essential to
model context between objects for solving these tasks. In the first part of this thesis,
we present a technique for detecting an object mentioned in a natural language query.
Specifically, we work with referring expressions which are sentences that identify a
particular object instance in an image. In many referring expressions, an object is
described in relation to another object using prepositions, comparative adjectives,
action verbs etc. Our proposed technique can identify both the referred object and
the context object mentioned in such expressions.
Context is also useful for incrementally understanding scenes and videos. In
the second part of this thesis, we propose techniques for searching for objects in an
image and events in a video. Our proposed incremental algorithms use the context
from previously explored regions to prioritize the regions to explore next. The
advantage of incremental understanding is restricting the amount of computation
time and/or resources spent for various detection tasks. Our first proposed technique
shows how to learn context in indoor scenes in an implicit manner and use it for
searching for objects. The second technique shows how explicitly written context
rules of one-on-one basketball can be used to sequentially detect events in a game.
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2.1 Context between objects is specified using spatial relationships be-
tween regions such as “above”, “to the right”, “to the left” etc. It
is also represented using interactions between objects such as “rid-
ing”, “holding”, “sitting”, etc. When there are multiple instances of
the same type of object, context helps in referring to the appropriate
instance of that object . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
2.2 We identify the referred region along with its supporting context re-
gion. We start with a set of region proposals in an image and consider
pairs of the form {region, context region}. The entire image is also
considered as a potential context region. The probability is evaluated
using an LSTM which takes as input region CNN features, context
region CNN features, bounding box features and an embedding vector
for words in the referring expression. All the LSTMs share the same
weights. The probability of a referring expression for an individual
region is obtained by finding the maximum over its pairs with con-
text regions. The noisy-or function can be used instead of the max
function. After pooling over context regions, the top scoring region
(along with its context region) is selected as the referred region . . . . 13
2.3 Given a set of region proposals in an image, we construct positive and
negative bags containing pairs of regions. In this example, the plant
in Region1 is the referred object. Hence the positive bag consists
of pairs of the form (Region1,Ri) where Ri is one of the remaining
regions. The negative bag consists of pairs of the form (Ri, Rj) where
the first region Ri can be any region except Region1 and the second
region Rj can be any region including Region1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
2.4 Google RefExp results. We show results from the model trained with
positive and negative bag margin. We compare the grounding be-
tween using image context only and pooling the context from all
regions using noisy-or. A box with dashed line indicates the context
region. We first identify the referred region using noisy-or function.
The context region is then selected as the one which produces maxi-
mum probability with the referred region. The last row shows images
with misplaced context regions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
vi
2.5 Google RefExp failure cases. We observe errors when there is wrong
grounding of attributes or when there is incorrect localization of con-
text region . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
2.6 UNC RefExp results from TestB partition. We show results from
the model trained with negative bag margin. We observe that our
method can identify the referred region even when the context object
is not explicitly mentioned . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
2.7 UNC RefExp failure cases from TestA partition. We show results
from the model trained with negative bag margin. This partition
contains terse referring expressions. Most of the time, the referring
expressions do not uniquely identify the people . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
2.8 Spatial likelihood of referred region given a context region. We fix the
context region and evaluate the likelihood of the referred object being
present in various locations of the image. When the entire image is
used as context, the high likelihood regions do not necessarily overlap
with the location of the referred region. However when the context
region is fixed, the high likelihood regions overlap the referred region 27
3.1 Searching for a table. Each step in the above sequence shows ex-
ploration of three additional regions in the image. The search strategy
learned using our method utilizes the room structure and the presence
of other objects in the image to discover the table region much earlier
than using the ranked sequence from an object proposal technique. . 31
3.2 Average Precision (AP) vs. number of processed regions. A
classifier trained for a query class with unary scene context features
alone can achieve a significantly high average precision by processing
very few regions. Classes like bed, nightstand and sofa need only 20-
25% of the regions when compared to the proposal ranking sequence.
A search strategy trained for a query class using both object-object
context and scene-context features further improves the performance
for classes like counter, lamp, pillow and sofa. While the plots show
sequential processing of all 100 regions, the stopping criterion for
practical situations can be chosen based on the number of regions at
which we obtain the maximum AP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44
3.3 Scene+Objects Context: Comparison of background selec-
tion techniques. We see that the search strategy trained with a
background subset selected using determinant maximization performs
better or equally well as the strategy trained with a background sub-
set selected randomly. But the main advantage of the determinant
maximization based subset selection is the repeatability of experi-
ments unlike the random subset selection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
vii
3.4 Scene Context: Comparison of background selection tech-
niques. We see that the performance of the classifier trained with a
background subset selected using determinant maximization is com-
parable to that of the classifier trained with a random background
subset. But the main advantage of the determinant maximization
based subset selection is the repeatability of experiments unlike the
random subset selection. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46
3.5 Search results for different queries. We compare three strate-
gies - ranked sequence obtained from the region proposal technique
(unaware of query class), ranked sequence obtained from a classifier
trained for a query class using scene context features alone and se-
quence produced by a search strategy trained for a query class using
both scene context and object-object context features. Red boxes
indicate regions labeled as query class, yellow boxes indicate regions
other than the query class and blue boxes indicate regions labeled
as background. The images show a state in the search sequence of
different methods at a certain number of regions processed. We can
see that our strategy which uses both scene context and object-object
context can locate an object of the query class earlier than the other
methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 47
4.1 The shared nodes between clusters in a partitioning of a Markov
network. The set f contains active detections that are currently in
the network and xf are the nodes that are instantiated over only
the detections from f . The set of factors θf (xf ) is defined over the
nodes xf . Similarly, g is the set of detections to be unclamped at an
iteration and h is the set of detections that are still clamped to false. 56
4.2 Visualization of the Feedback Loop . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
4.3 PR curves for the newly hypothesized events with continuous confi-
dence measures. The red star shows the operating point of Morariu
et al. [1] in their feed-forward approach. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
4.4 Feedback based scores achieve better solutions with fewer detections;
We apply an initial threshold on the Clear events and incrementally
add the remaining events using the feedback based scores. We mea-
sure the exact MAP value of the Markov network along with the f1
score corresponding to the ground truth. The plots start at the same
initial value for all the five scoring methods since the initial network
contains the same set of events. Our feedback based scores achieve
better solutions with fewer detections than the baselines - observation
score and random score. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64
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4.5 We apply threshold on both the Rebound and Clear events for initial
network and then incrementally add both events at every iteration.
We still see that the exact score and the upper bound score reach bet-
ter solutions with fewer detections than the observation score. How-
ever, the blind score falls slightly below the observation score since it
depends only on the current network and the context in the current
network is weak due to fewer events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65
4.6 Effect of initial threshold for the Rebound event in video 4; The
confidence scores for the Clear events are scaled between 0.5 to 1 and
the Rebound events between -0.25 to 0.1. We fix the initial threshold
for Clear event at 0.75 and vary the threshold for Rebound from -0.25
to 0. We observe that a higher threshold for Rebound event in the
initial network decreases the MAP value that is achieved in the first
iteration of adding Rebound and Clear events to the initial network.
The blind score continues to perform poorly in later iterations at
higher initial threshold due to weak context in the initial network.
However, the exact score and the upper bound score are still stable
with respect to the initial threshold. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
5.1 Relationship between the original criterion log det[PπP
>
π ] and the ap-
proximate criterion log det[Π>PP>Π], that are obtained by applying
PLS for varying number of features, k, in a subset π. The approximate
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5.2 Classification performance with feature subsets: The D-Optimal Load-
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Many environments possess a pattern in spatial and temporal arrangement of
their constituent objects. For example, objects in a room of a house are placed in a
characteristic layout, events in a basketball game follow strict rules of the game. The
presence of such structure can have an effect on the perception of an individual object
independent of its attributes. Such an influence is called the context effect [2–5].
Context has been found to affect the probability of correctly recognizing an
object. Palmer et al. [2] performed user studies to evaluate the effect of context
and identified that the probability of correctly recognizing an object is higher with
appropriate context and lower with inappropriate context. Context has been useful
in tasks like semantic segmentation [6–8], object detection [3, 9–15], human pose
estimation [16, 17], action recognition [18, 19] and event recognition [1, 20, 21]. In
many of these tasks, especially object detection, context mostly acts as an addi-
tional source of information. It is used to enhance the confidence of recognition
in poor viewing conditions like occlusion, low resolution etc. [3]. However, there
are situations where understanding context is essential. As humans and computers
begin to interact using natural language, a vision system must be able to visually
ground nouns and verbs along with prepositions and comparative adjectives. Exam-
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ples of such situations arise in tasks like image captioning [22–24], semantic image
retrieval [25, 26], visual question answering [27, 28] and natural language object de-
tection [29–32]. In these tasks, we are interested in relationships of objects and high
level understanding of a scene and hence context is not just an additional source of
information.
Context is also useful in few other ways as an additional source of information.
Biederman et al. [33] evaluated the effect of context in searching for an object
and found that the less time is taken for locating a target in appropriate context.
Torralba [3] also noted that context can be used in “cutting down on the number of
object categories, scales, locations and features that need to be considered”. Context
can help in the task of searching [34–36] where the goal is to locate an object or an
event under a restricted budget of time and/or computational resources (Ex.: low
power mobile devices). A typical search algorithm works sequentially and can use
context from previously explored regions to prioritize the regions to process next.
Another use of context is to exploit it as an automatic supervisory signal for learning
visual representations in an unsupervised manner [37,38].
In this thesis we explore the two main uses of context discussed above. We
show how context helps in understanding natural language queries for detecting
objects in images. We also show how context can be used to search for objects and
events under restricted computational budget.
2
1.1 Object detection using natural language queries
In chapter 2, we propose a technique [39] that integrates context between ob-
jects to understand referring expressions. Referring expressions are natural language
queries that identify a particular object in an image. Such expressions usually de-
scribe an object using properties of the object and relationships of the object with
other objects. Our approach uses an LSTM to learn the probability of a referring
expression, with input features from a region and a context region. The context
regions are discovered using multiple-instance learning (MIL) since annotations for
context objects are generally not available for training. We utilize max-margin
based MIL objective functions for training the LSTM. We perform experiments on
the Google RefExp and UNC RefExp datasets and show that modeling context be-
tween objects provides better performance than modeling only object properties.
We also qualitatively show that our technique can ground a referring expression to
its referred region along with the supporting context region.
1.2 Sequential object detection in indoor scenes
In chapter 3, we propose a search technique [40] for localizing objects in indoor
scene images. In situations where we are interested in identifying the location of an
object of a particular class, a passive computer vision system would process all the
regions in an image to finally output a small region. The low level processes like
feature extraction from regions can be computationally expensive and it is wasteful
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to run the detectors throughout the video/image given that most of their results
will be discarded after thresholding. Instead, if we use the structure in the scene,
we can search for objects without processing the entire image. Our proposed search
technique sequentially processes image regions such that the regions that are more
likely to correspond to the query class object are explored earlier. We frame the
problem as a Markov decision process and use an imitation learning algorithm to
learn a search strategy. Since structure in the scene is very essential to perform
an intelligent search, we work with indoor scene images as they contain both scene
context and spatial context between objects in the scene.
One of the issues that arises during the training of a search strategy is the
availability of a large number of background regions when compared to the number
of foreground regions. This makes the training time slow and hence requires selec-
tion of a subset of the background regions. We perform data subset selection using
ideas from Optimal Experiment Design (OED). Given a linear regression model, the
goal of OED is to select samples such that the variance in the regression coefficients
is minimized. A smaller variance in the coefficients indicates that the prediction
error on the test set is low and hence the linear regression model trained with such
a subset does not overfit the training data. We have also applied the theory of
OED to feature selection. In chapter 5, we show that the variance of the Partial
Least Squares (PLS) regression can be minimized by employing the OED criteri-
ons on the loadings covariance matrix obtained from PLS [41]. We also provide an
intuitive viewpoint to the technique by deriving the A-optimality version of the Op-
timal Loadings criterion using the properties of maximum relevance and minimum
4
redundancy for PLS models.
1.3 Sequential event detection in videos
In chapter 4, we propose a feedback based sequential technique [42] to de-
tect events in one-on-one basketball videos. Typically, high level semantic analysis
involves constructing a Markov network over the low level detections to encode re-
lationships between them. In complex higher order networks (e.g. Markov Logic
Networks), each low level detection can be part of many relationships and the net-
work size grows rapidly as a function of the number of detections. As the network
size increases, there is an exponential increase in the amount of computational re-
sources required for instantiating the network and also perform inference. Hence
we propose a sequential technique to keep the network size small. The network
is initialized with detections above a high confidence threshold and then based on
the high level semantics in the initial network, relevant detections are incrementally
selected from the remaining ones that are below the threshold. We perform experi-
ments on one-on-one basketball videos that uses Markov Logic Networks to encode
the rules of the game. We show three different ways of selecting detections which are
based on three scoring functions that bound the increase in the optimal value of the
objective function of network, with varying degrees of accuracy and computational
cost.
5
Chapter 2: Modeling Context Between Objects for Referring Expres-
sion Understanding
In image retrieval and human-robot interaction, objects are usually queried by
their category, attributes, pose, action and their context in the scene [26]. Natural
language queries can encode rich information like relationships that distinguish ob-
ject instances from each other. In a retrieval task that focuses on a particular object
in an image, the query is called a referring expression [29, 43]. When there is only
one instance of an object type in an image, a referring expression provides additional
information such as attributes to improve retrieval/localization performance. More
importantly, when multiple instances of an object type are present in an image, a
referring expression distinguishes the referred object from other instances, thereby
helping to localize the correct instance. The task of localizing a region in an image
given a referring expression is called the comprehension task [31] and its inverse
process is the generation task. In this work we focus on the comprehension task.
Referring expressions usually mention relationships of an object with other
regions along with the properties of the object [44, 45] (See Figure 2.1). Hence, it
is important to model relationships between regions for understanding referring ex-
pressions. However, the supervision during training typically consists of annotations
6
The plant on the right side of the TV
Umbrella held by a girl in red coat
A bed with two beds to the left of it
Umbrella held by a woman wearing a blue jacket
A person on a black motorcycle
A man riding a white sports bike
A person sitting on a couch watching TV
A man sitting on a table watching TV
Computer monitor above laptop screen
Referred Object Context Object Referred Object Context Object
Figure 2.1: Context between objects is specified using spatial relationships between
regions such as “above”, “to the right”, “to the left” etc. It is also represented using
interactions between objects such as “riding”, “holding”, “sitting”, etc. When there
are multiple instances of the same type of object, context helps in referring to the
appropriate instance of that object
of only the referred object. While this might be sufficient for modeling attributes
of an object mentioned in a referring expression, it is difficult to model relation-
ships between objects with such limited supervision. Previous work on referring
expressions [29, 31,32] generally ignores modeling relationships between regions. In
contrast, we learn to map a referring expression to a region and its supporting con-
text region. Since the bounding box annotations of context objects are not available
for training, we learn the relationships in a weakly supervised framework.
We follow the approach of Mao et al. [31] to perform the comprehension task.
The probability of a referring expression is measured for different region proposals
and the top scoring region is selected as the referred region. The input features in
our model are obtained from a {region, context region} pair where the image itself is
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considered as one of the context regions. The probability of a referring expression for
a region can then be pooled over multiple pairs using the max function or the noisy-or
function. We use an LSTM [46] for learning probabilities of a referring expression
similar to Mao et al. [31]. Since the bounding boxes for context objects are not
known during training, we train using a Multiple-Instance Learning (MIL) objective
function. The max-margin based LSTM training of Mao et al. [31] is extended
to max-margin MIL training for LSTMs. The first formulation is similar to MI-
SVM [47] which has only negative bag margin and the second formulation is similar
to mi-SVM [47] which has both positive and negative bag margins. Experiments are
performed on the Google RefExp dataset [31] and UNC RefExp dataset [48]. Our
results show that modeling objects in context for the comprehension task provides
better performance than modeling only object properties. We also qualitatively
show that our technique can ground the correct context regions for those referring
expressions which mention object relationships.
Our contributions are:
• We propose a technique that integrates context between objects to understand
referring expressions.
• We demonstrate that training an LSTM by multiple-instance learning is effec-
tive when the annotations for context objects are not available.
• We show that modeling context between objects provides better performance
than modeling only object properties.
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2.1 Related Work
The two tasks of localizing an object given a referring expression and gener-
ating a referring expression given an object are closely related. Some image caption
generation techniques [49, 50] first learn to ground sentence fragments to image re-
gions and then use the learned association to generate sentences. Since the caption
datasets (Flickr30k-original [22], MS-COCO [23]) do not contain the mapping from
phrases to object bounding boxes, the visual grounding is learned in a weakly super-
vised manner. Fang et al. [51] use multiple-instance learning to learn the probability
of a region corresponding to different words. However, the associations are learned
for individual words and not in context with other words. Karpathy et al. [24] learn
a common embedding space for image and sentence with an MIL objective such
that a sentence fragment has a high similarity with a single image region. Instead of
associating each word to its best region, they use an MRF to encourage neighboring
words to associate to common regions.
Attention based models implicitly learn to select or weigh different regions in
an image based on the words generated in a caption. Xu et al. [52] propose two types
of attention models for caption generation. In their stochastic hard attention model,
the attention locations vary for each word and in the deterministic soft attention
model, a soft weight is learned for different regions. Neither of these models are well
suited for localizing a single region for a referring expression. Rohrbach et al. [53]
learn to ground phrases in sentences using a two stage model. In the first stage, an
attention model selects an image region and in the second stage, the selected region
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is trained to predict the original phrase. They evaluate their technique on the Flickr
30k Entities dataset [50] which contains mappings for noun phrases in a sentence to
bounding boxes in the corresponding image. The descriptions in this dataset do not
always mention a salient object in the image. Many times the descriptions mention
groups of objects and the scene at a higher level and hence it becomes challenging
to learn object relationships.
Kong et al. [54] learn visual grounding for nouns in descriptions of indoor
scenes in a supervised manner. They use an MRF which jointly models scene classi-
fication, object detection and grounding to 3D cuboids. Johnson et al. [30] propose
an end-to-end neural network that can localize regions in an image and generate
descriptions for those regions. Their model is trained with full supervision with
region descriptions present in the Visual Genome dataset [55].
Most of the works on referring expressions learn to ground to a single region by
modeling object properties and image level context. Rule based approaches to gen-
erating referring expressions [56,57] are restricted in the types of properties that can
be modeled. Kazemzadeh et al. [29] designed an energy optimization model for gen-
erating referring expressions in the form of object attributes. Hu et al. [32] propose
an approach with three LSTMs which take in different feature inputs such as region
features, image features and word embedding. Mao et al. [31] propose an LSTM
based technique that can perform both tasks of referring expression generation and
referring expression comprehension. They use a max-margin based training method
for the LSTM wherein the probability of a referring expression is high only for the
referred region and low for every other region. This type of training significantly
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improves performance. We extend their max-margin approach to multiple-instance
learning based training objectives for the LSTM. Unlike previous work, we model
context between objects for comprehending referring expressions.
2.2 Modeling context between objects
Given a referring expression S and an image I, the goal of the comprehension
task is to predict the (bounding box of the) region R∗ that is being referred to. We
adopt the method of Mao et al. [31] and start with a set of region proposals (C)
from the image. We learn a model that measures the probability of a region given
a referring expression. The maximum scoring region R∗ = arg maxR∈C p(R|S, I) is
then selected as the referred region. Mao et al. [31] rewrite the scoring function as
R∗ = arg maxR∈C p(S|R, I) by applying Bayes’ rule and assuming a uniform prior
for p(R|I). This implies that comprehension can be accomplished using a model
trained to generate sentences for an image region.
Many image and video captioning techniques [49,58,59], learn the probability
of a sentence given an image or video frame using an LSTM. The input features to
the LSTM consist of a word embedding vector and CNN features extracted from the
image. The LSTM is trained to maximize the likelihood of observing the words of
the caption corresponding to the image or the region. This model is used by Mao et
al. [31] as the baseline for referring expression comprehension. Along with the word
embedding and region features, they also input CNN features of the entire image
and bounding box features to act as context. They further propose a max-margin
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training method for the LSTM to enforce the probability of a referring expression
to be high for the referred region and low for all other regions. For a referring
expression S, let Rn ∈ C be the true region and Ri ∈ C \ Rn be a negative region;





log p(S|Rn, I, θ)
−λmax(0,M − log p(S|Rn, I, θ) + log p(S|Ri, I, θ)
 (2.1)
where θ are the parameters of the model, λ is the weight for the margin loss com-
ponent and M is the margin. The max-margin model has the same architecture as
the baseline model but is trained with a different loss function.
In the above model, the probability of a referring expression is influenced by the
region and only the image as context. However, many referring expressions mention
an object in relation to some other object (e.g., “The person next to the table”)
and hence it is important to incorporate context information from other regions
as well. One of the challenges for learning relationships between regions through
referring expressions is that the annotations for the context regions are generally
not available for training. However, we can treat combinations of regions in an
image as bags and use Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) to learn the probability
of referring expressions. MIL has been used by image captioning techniques [24,
25,51] to associate phrases to image regions when the ground-truth mapping is not
available.
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Figure 2.2: We identify the referred region along with its supporting context region.
We start with a set of region proposals in an image and consider pairs of the form
{region, context region}. The entire image is also considered as a potential context
region. The probability is evaluated using an LSTM which takes as input region
CNN features, context region CNN features, bounding box features and an embed-
ding vector for words in the referring expression. All the LSTMs share the same
weights. The probability of a referring expression for an individual region is obtained
by finding the maximum over its pairs with context regions. The noisy-or function
can be used instead of the max function. After pooling over context regions, the
top scoring region (along with its context region) is selected as the referred region
region. We start with a set of region proposals in an image and consider pairs of the
form {region, context region}. The image is included as one of the context regions.
The probability of a referring expression is learned for pairs of regions where the
input features include visual features and bounding box features for both regions.
The probability of an individual region is then obtained by pooling from probabilities
of the region’s combinations with its potential context regions. After pooling, the
top scoring region (along with its context region) is selected as the referred region.
Figure 2.2 shows an overview of our system.
Let C = {I, R1, R2, . . . , Rn} be the set of candidate context regions which
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includes the entire image, I, and other regions generated by the object proposal
algorithm. The minimum size of the context region set is one since it always includes
I and the model in that case would be equivalent to Mao et al. [31]. We now define




This implies that the probability of a sentence given a region is defined as the
maximum probability obtained by any of the region’s combination with a context
region. The referred region can now be selected as the top scoring region from the
max-pooled probabilities.








The noisy-or function can be used instead of the max function in Equation 2.2.
Then the referred region is selected as






The noisy-or function can integrate context information from more than one pair of
regions and it is more robust to noise than the max function.
We learn the probability function p(S|Ri, Rj) using multiple-instance learning.
In our MIL framework, a positive bag for a referring expression consists of pairs of
regions of the form (Rt, Ri). The first element in the pair is the region Rt referred to
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in the expression and the second element is a context region Ri ∈ C \Rt. A negative
bag consists of pairs of regions of the form (Ri, Rj) where Ri ∈ C \ Rt and Rj ∈ C.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of bags constructed for a sample referring expression.
An LSTM is used to learn the probability of referring expressions and we
define multiple-instance learning objective functions for training. Similar to the
max-margin training objective defined in Equation 2.1, we apply the max-margin
approach of MI-SVM and mi-SVM [47] here to train the LSTM. In MI-SVM, the
margin constraint is enforced on all the samples from the negative bag but only
on the positive instances from the positive bag. The training loss function with a
margin for the negative bag is given by






−λN max(0,M − log p(S|Rt, θ) + log p(S|Ri, Rj, θ)
 (2.5)
The difference between the max-margin Equation 2.1 and Equation 2.5 is that the
probability of the referred region is now obtained from Equation 2.2 and the negative
samples are not just pairs of regions with the entire image.
The loss function in Equation 2.5 ignores potential negative instances in the
positive bag. We can attempt to identify the negative instances and apply a mar-
gin to those pairs as well. In mi-SVM, the labels for instances in positive bags are
assumed to be latent variables. The goal is to maximize the margin between all
positive and negative instances jointly over the latent labels and the discriminant
hyperplane. In many referring expressions, there is usually one other object men-
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Positive Bag Negative Bag
Figure 2.3: Given a set of region proposals in an image, we construct positive and
negative bags containing pairs of regions. In this example, the plant in Region1 is
the referred object. Hence the positive bag consists of pairs of the form (Region1,Ri)
where Ri is one of the remaining regions. The negative bag consists of pairs of the
form (Ri, Rj) where the first region Ri can be any region except Region1 and the
second region Rj can be any region including Region1
tioned in context. We assume that there is only one positive pair in the positive
bag and assign a positive label for the instance with the maximum probability. The
remaining pairs in the positive bag are assigned a negative label. Without loss of
generality, let (Rt, Rc) be the positive instance from the positive bag. The training
loss function with margins for both positive and negative bags is given by,





log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ)






log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ)
−λP max(0,M − log p(S|Rt, Rc, θ) + log p(S|Rt, Rk, θ)
 (2.6)
In the training algorithm proposed by Andrews et al. [47] for mi-SVM, the latent
labels for instances in a positive bag are obtained in an iterative manner. The mi-
SVM algorithm iterates over two steps: use the current hyperplane to determine the
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latent labels, then use the labels to train a new hyperplane. Since neural networks
are trained over multiple epochs of the data, the training process is similar to the
iterative algorithm used to train mi-SVM. During an epoch, the positive instance
(Rt, Rc) in the positive bag is determined as
Rc = arg max
Ri∈C\Rt
p(S|Rt, Ri) (2.7)
The parameter θ is updated by applying the loss function in Equation 2.6 with Rc
substituted into it. In the following epoch, Rc is updated using the model with
updated parameter θ.
The assumption that there is one positive instance in the positive bag holds
true when a referring expression uniquely identifies an object and its context object.
Such referring expressions are present in the Google RefExp dataset (e.g., “A white
truck in front of a yellow truck”). The UNC RefExp dataset contains referring ex-
pressions which do not always uniquely refer to an object with its context object
(e.g., “Elephant towards the back”). Hence the two different formulations (Equa-
tion 2.5 and Equation 2.6) harness different characteristics of referring expressions




We perform experiments on the Google RefExp dataset [31] and the UNC
RefExp dataset [48]. Both datasets contain referring expressions for images in the
Microsoft COCO dataset [23].
The dataset partition accompanying the current release of Google RefExp
dataset was created by randomly selecting 5000 objects for validation and 5000 ob-
jects for testing. This type of partitioning results in overlapping images between
training, validation and test sets. To avoid any overlap between the partitions, we
create our own partition for the training and validation sets. Our training partition
contains 23199 images with 67996 objects. Some objects have multiple referring
expressions and hence the total number of referring expressions is 85,408. The
validation partition contains 2600 images with 7623 objects and 9602 referring ex-
pressions. The results of the baseline and max-margin techniques did not differ
much between our partition and the Mao et al. [31] partition. However, we perform
experiments with our partition since we model context from many regions in an
image and that information should not leak into the test stage. We will make our
partition publicly available. The test set of this dataset has not been released yet.
Hence, we use 4800 referring expressions from the training set for validation.
The UNC RefExp dataset was collected by applying the ReferIt game [29] on
MS-COCO images. The training partition contains 16994 images, 42404 objects
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and 120624 referring expressions. The validation partition contains 1500 images,
3811 objects and 10834 referring expressions. The testing partition contains two
splits. TestA partition contains 750 images, 1975 objects and 5657 person-centric
referring expressions. TestB partition contains 750 images, 1810 objects and 5095
object-centric referring expressions. While Mao et al. [31] create their own test
partition of the UNC RefExp data from a random subset of objects, we work with
the partitioning provided by Yu et al. [48].
The evaluation is performed by measuring the Intersection over Union (IoU)
ratio between a groundtruth box and the top predicted box for a referring expres-
sion. If the IoU >0.5, the prediction is considered a true positive and this is the
Precision@1 score. The scores are then averaged over all referring expressions.
2.3.2 Implementation details
Our neural network architecture is the same as Mao et al. [31]. We use an
LSTM to learn probabilities of referring expressions. The size of the hidden state
vector is 1024. We extract CNN features for a region and its context region using
the 16 layer VGGNet [60] pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. We use the 1000
dimensional features from the last layer (fc8) of VGGNet and fine tune only the
last layer while keeping everything else fixed. The CNN features for each region are











where (W,H) are the width and height of the image. The resulting feature length for
both the region and the context region is 2010. We scale the features to lie between
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-0.5 and 0.5 before feeding them into the LSTM. The scaling factors are obtained
from the training set. We use a vector embedding of size 1024 for the words in a
referring expression. The size of the vocabulary is 3489 and 2020 for the Google
RefExp and UNC RefExp datasets respectively. The vocabularies are constructed
by choosing words that occur at least five times in the training sets.
We implement our system using the Caffe framework [61] with LSTM layer
provided by Donahue et al. [58]. We train our network using stochastic gradient
descent with a learning rate of 0.01 which is halved every 50,000 iterations. We use
a batch size of 16. The word embedding and LSTM layer outputs are regularized
using dropout with a ratio of 0.5.
While Mao et al. [31] used proposals from the Multibox [62] technique, we use
proposals from the MCG [63] technique. We obtain top 100 proposals for an image
using MCG and evaluate scores for the 80 categories in the MS-COCO [23] dataset.
We then discard boxes with low values. The category scores are obtained using the
16 layers VGGNet [60] CNN fine-tuned using Fast RCNN [64]. The category scores
of proposals are not used during the testing stage by the referring expression model.
2.3.3 Comparison of different techniques
We compare our MIL based techniques with the baseline and max-margin
models of Mao et al [31]. The model architecture is the same for all the different
variants of training objective functions.
Our implementation of the max-margin technique provided better results than
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those reported in Mao et al. [31]. We use a margin M = 0.1 and margin weight λ = 1
in the max-margin loss function. The margin is applied on word probabilities in the
implementation. For each referring expression and its referred region, we sample
5 “hard MCG negatives” for training, similar to their “hard Multibox negatives”.
The “hard MCG negatives” are MCG proposals that have the same predicted object
category as the referred region. The object category of a proposal is obtained during
the proposal filtering process. For our MIL based loss functions, we randomly sample
5 ground-truth proposals as context regions for training. We also sample 5 hard
MCG negatives. We use a margin M = 0.1 and margin weights λN = 1, λP = 1 in
the MIL based loss functions. During testing, we combine the scores from different
context regions using the noisy-or function (Equation 2.4). We sample a maximum
of 10 regions for context during the testing stage.
Table 2.1 shows the Precision@1 scores for the different partitions of both
datasets. We show results using ground-truth proposals and MCG proposals to
observe the behavior of our framework with and without proposal false positives.
The results show that our MIL loss functions perform significantly better than the
max-margin technique of Mao et al. [31] on the validation partitions of both datasets
and the TestB partition of UNC RefExp dataset. The results on the TestA partition
show only a small improvement over the max-margin technique and we investigate
this further in the ablation experiments.
We observe on the Google RefExp dataset that the MIL loss function with both
positive and negative bag margin performs better than the one with negative bag
margin only. In this dataset, referring expressions which mention context between
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Table 2.1: Precision@1 score of different techniques. The results are obtained us-
ing the noisy-or function for pooling context information from multiple pairs. We
experiment with both ground-truth (GT) and MCG proposals
Proposals GT MCG
Google RefExp - Val
Max Likelihood [31] 57.5 42.4
Max-Margin [31] 65.7 47.8
Ours, Neg.Bag Margin 68.4 49.5
Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 68.4 50.0
UNC RefExp - Val
Max Likelihood [31] 67.5 51.8
Max-Margin [31] 74.4 56.1
Ours, Neg. Bag Margin 76.9 57.3
Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 76.1 57.4
UNC RefExp - TestA
Max Likelihood [31] 65.9 53.2
Max-Margin [31] 74.9 58.4
Ours, Neg. Bag Margin 75.6 58.6
Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 75.0 58.7
UNC RefExp -TestB
Max Likelihood [31] 70.6 50.0
Max-Margin [31] 76.3 55.1
Ours, Neg. Bag Margin 78.0 56.4
Ours, Pos. & Neg. Bag Mgn. 76.1 56.3
objects usually identify an object and its context object uniquely. Hence there is
only one positive instance in the positive bag of region and context region pairs.
This property of the referring expressions satisfies the assumption for using the loss
function with both positive and negative bag margin.
On the UNC RefExp dataset, we observe that the MIL loss function with neg-
ative bag margin performs better or similar to the loss function with both positive
and negative bag margin. Unlike the Google RefExp dataset, the referring expres-
sions in the dataset do not always uniquely identify a context object. Many times
the context object is not explicitly mentioned in a referring expression e.g., in Figure
2.6b, the elephant in the front is implied to be context but not explicitly mentioned.
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Table 2.2: Pooling context in different ways during testing. We compare the perfor-
mance of pooling context using noisy-or function, max function and also restricting
to image as context. The bold values indicate the best performance obtained for
the corresponding dataset among all settings
MIL with Negative Bag Margin
Proposals GT
MCG
























MIL with Pos. & Neg. Bag Margin
Proposals GT
MCG
Google RefExp - Val
Noisy-Or 68.4 50.0
Max 67.2 49.3
Image context only 67.9 49.3
UNC RefExp - Val
Noisy-Or 76.1 57.4
Max 75.3 56.5
Image context only 76.1 56.6
UNC RefExp - TestA
Noisy-Or 75.0 58.7
Max 73.4 58.2
Image context only 75.5 58.9
UNC RefExp - TestB
Noisy-Or 77.5 56.3
Max 76.1 55.3
Image context only 76.1 55.0
The assumption of one positive instance in the positive bag does not always hold.
Hence, the performance is better using the loss function with negative bag margin
only.
2.3.4 Ablation experiments
In Table 2.1, the results for the MIL based methods use the noisy-or function
for measuring the probability of a referring expression for a region. The noisy-or
function integrates context information from multiple pairs of a regions. We can
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also use the max function to determine the probability of a referring expression
for a region. In this case, the probability for a region is defined as the maximum
probability obtained by any of its pairings with other regions. We also experiment
with restricting the context region set to include only the image during testing.
The results in Table 2.2 show that noisy-or pooling provides the best perfor-
mance on all partitions except the UNC RefExp TestA partition. It is also more
robust when compared to max pooling, which does not exhibit consistent perfor-
mance. Our models with just image context perform better than the max-margin
model of Mao et al. [31] which also used only image as context. The reason for this
improvement is that our MIL based loss functions mine negative samples for context
during training. In the max-margin model of Mao et al. [31], the model was trained
on negative samples for only the referred region and it was not possible to sample
negatives for context.
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show a few sample results from the Google RefExp
dataset. We observe that our model can localize the referred region and its support-
ing context region. When there is only one instance of an object in an image, the
presence of a supporting context region helps in localizing the instance more accu-
rately when compared to using just the image as context. When there are multiple
instances of an object type, the supporting context region resolves ambiguity and
helps in localizing the correct instance.
The sample results in Figure 2.6 from the TestB partition of the UNC RefExp
dataset shows that our method can identify the referred region even when the context
object is not explicitly mentioned. Since our method considers pairs of regions, it
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Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(a) The elephant that the man is walking and guiding
(c) A slice of pizza on a plate with a knife next to it
(e) A white and red beaded suitcase sitting to the left of other red luggage
(i) Dog on right wearing green bow tie and hat
(b) A white truck in front of a yellow truck
(d) A person wearing a gray shirt watching TV with another person
(f) A pizza in front of a woman with a gray sweatshirt
Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(j) Woman smiling with umbrella to the right
(g) A chair closest to the lady (h) A horse being led by an equestrian
Figure 2.4: Google RefExp results. We show results from the model trained with
positive and negative bag margin. We compare the grounding between using image
context only and pooling the context from all regions using noisy-or. A box with
dashed line indicates the context region. We first identify the referred region using
noisy-or function. The context region is then selected as the one which produces
maximum probability with the referred region. The last row shows images with
misplaced context regions
Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(a) A man wearing eyeglass cut the pizza with his friend
(c) A basket full of flowering plants sitting on top of a stack of cardboard boxes
Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(b) A boy with brown hair and red shirt with gray sleeves
(d) Horse on the left of the group of horses
Figure 2.5: Google RefExp failure cases. We observe errors when there is wrong
grounding of attributes or when there is incorrect localization of context region
can evaluate the likelihood of a region relative to another region. For example, when
there are two instance of the same object on the left, our method can evaluate which
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Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(a) Very top top thing
Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(c) Broccoli far left
(e) Front most duck
(g) Far left sandwich
(b) Elephant towards the back
(d) Train on the left
(f) Food on the far back on the plate
(h) Zebra on right
Figure 2.6: UNC RefExp results from TestB partition. We show results from the
model trained with negative bag margin. We observe that our method can identify
the referred region even when the context object is not explicitly mentioned
Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(a) Of three in front one on right
Ground-truth Image Context Only Noisy-Or Pooling
(c) Black in the front
(e) Guy on the tennis course
(b) A little boy
(d) Young woman in back
(f) Blue on left
Figure 2.7: UNC RefExp failure cases from TestA partition. We show results from
the model trained with negative bag margin. This partition contains terse referring
expressions. Most of the time, the referring expressions do not uniquely identify the
people
of those two instances is more to the left than the other. On the TestA partition of
UNC RefExp dataset, we observe that adding context did not improve performance.
Samples from this partition are shown in Figure 2.7. The referring expressions in
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Ground-truth Image as context Object as context
(a) A woman sitting on a bench
(c) Skis being worn by a skier wearing a green and white jacket
(e) A pizza in front of the woman on the table
Ground-truth Image as context Object as context
(f) A silver Apple laptop being used by a person in a plaid shirt
(b) A green and white book underneath two other books
(d) Large grey luggage with black bag on top
Figure 2.8: Spatial likelihood of referred region given a context region. We fix the
context region and evaluate the likelihood of the referred object being present in
various locations of the image. When the entire image is used as context, the high
likelihood regions do not necessarily overlap with the location of the referred region.
However when the context region is fixed, the high likelihood regions overlap the
referred region
this partition deal with people only and are usually terse. They do not always refer
to a unique region in the image. We also observe that many referring expressions
do not mention that they are referring to a person.
To observe the effect of spatial relationships between objects, we move the
referred region to different locations in the image and evaluate the likelihood of
the referred region at different locations. Figure 2.8 shows sample heat-maps of
the likelihood of a referred object. We first select the entire image as context and
observe that the likelihood map is not indicative of the location of the referred
object. However, when the relevant context object is selected, the regions of high
likelihood overlap with the location of referred object.
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2.4 Conclusions
We have proposed a technique that models the probability of a referring ex-
pression as a function of a region and a context region. We demonstrate that
multiple-instance learning based objective functions can be used for training LSTMs
to handle the lack of annotations for context objects. Our two formulations of the
training objective functions are conceptually similar to MISVM and mi-SVM [47].
The results on Google RefExp and UNC RefExp dataset show that our technique
outperforms the max-margin model of Mao et al. [31]. The qualitative results show
that our models can identify a referred region along with its supporting context
region.
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Chapter 3: Searching for Objects using Structure in Indoor Scenes
One of the popular object detection frameworks, RCNN [65], is a pipeline of
two main stages: the object proposal stage and the feature extraction/classification
stage. Object proposals are image regions that with high probability significantly
overlap with an object, irrespective of object class. Features are extracted from
object proposals and then a label is predicted. Even with high quality object pro-
posals, the typical number of proposals considered by the feature extraction stage
ranges from hundreds to tens of thousands for high resolution imagery.
Consider the situation where a computer vision system needs to identify the
presence or location of a particular object in an image. In a passive computer vision
system, if we ask a specific question like “Where is the table in this room?”, it
would process all the region proposals in the image to detect a table instance. Such
a vision system does not exploit the structure in the scene to efficiently process
the image. Our goal is to locate objects of interest in an image by processing as
few image regions as possible using scene structure. We build on a region proposal
module that generates candidate regions and a region classification module that
predicts the class label for a region. The generic strategy is to sequentially process
image regions such that the regions that are more likely to correspond to the object
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of interest are explored earlier. At each step, we use the labels of the explored
regions and spatial context to predict the likelihood that each unexplored region is
an instance of the target class. We then select a few regions with highest likelihood,
obtain the class label from the region classification module and add them to the
explored set. The process is repeated with the updated set of explored regions.
We frame our sequential exploration problem as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) and use a reinforcement learning technique to learn an optimal search policy.
However, it is challenging to manually specify a reward function for the search policy.
The true reward function is unknown for our sequential exploration problem since
the underlying distribution from which a spatial arrangement of objects in an image
is generated is unknown, analogous to a game generated by a hidden emulator [66].
But we have access to an oracle’s actions in the individual images. Learning an
optimal policy in such situations is known as imitation learning [67] where an oracle
predicts the actions it would take at a state and the search policy learns to imitate
the oracle and predict similar actions. The oracle in our image exploration problem
selects the next set of regions to explore based on the groundtruth labels. We use
the DAgger algorithm of Ross et al. [68] that trains a classifier as the search policy
on a dataset of features extracted at states and actions taken by the oracle (labels),
where the states are generated by running the policy iteratively over the training
data.
Intelligent search strategies can be learned only in domains that contain suffi-
cient structure in the scenes. Frequently recurring patterns between the constituent
objects of a scene are essential to learn powerful strategies and predict exploration
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(a) Ranked sequence obtained from an object proposal technique.
(b) Sequence obtained from a search strategy that uses structure in the scene.
Figure 3.1: Searching for a table. Each step in the above sequence shows explo-
ration of three additional regions in the image. The search strategy learned using
our method utilizes the room structure and the presence of other objects in the
image to discover the table region much earlier than using the ranked sequence from
an object proposal technique.
paths with high confidence. Such structures can be found in indoor scenes of houses,
stores and buildings. Hence we illustrate our technique on the indoor scene dataset,
NYU depth v2 [69]. The other advantage of indoor scenes is the availability of depth
data. Gupta et al. [70] showed that RCNN [65] trained with depth information
greatly improved object detection performance. Apart from improving detection
performance, depth information provides spatial context that is highly informative
for efficient localization of objects. Our experiments show that given a fixed number
of regions that can be processed, our sequential exploration technique provides a bet-
ter average precision than using a ranked sequence provided by the object proposal
technique. Figure 3.1 shows a sequence of regions explored by a strategy trained
to detect a table. We compare the search sequence produced by our technique to
the ranked sequence provided by the region proposal technique. Our technique is
able to utilize the room structure and the presence of other objects in the image to
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explore the table region much earlier than the object proposal ranking.
3.1 Related Work
Many techniques reduce the number of image windows to limit computation
time for object detection. For example, object proposal techniques [71, 72] rank
regions in an image based on their likelihood of containing an object. The ranking
can be used to prioritize regions for running an object classifier depending on the
available computation budget. Such object proposal techniques use only low level
image information and do not exploit scene structure.
Some techniques iteratively run the classifier on a few windows and find the
next set of windows to be processed based on feedback from the classifier scores
and/or spatial context. Lampert et al. [73] prune the space of windows using a
branch and bound algorithm. Butko and Movellan [74] use a Partially Observable
Markov Decision Process to sequentially place a digital fovea (a center of fixation)
to detect a single target in an image. Neither of these techniques make use of
spatial context between objects to improve window selection. Alexe et al. [34] use
only spatial context to choose a set of windows to be processed. The classifier is
run at the end of window set selection and the maximum scoring window is output
as the object location. Gonzalez-Garcia et al. [35] use both spatial context and
the classifier scores of previously explored regions. While their output during the
testing stage is a sequence of regions, the training is performed without taking
into consideration the states (set of objects explored until a step) encountered in a
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sequence. Hence, they can only model pairwise constraints between an unexplored
region and an object. Our technique models relationships between an unexplored
region and all the explored objects. Unlike existing work, we use a framework that
allows training and testing using the same procedure, thus reducing the burden of
tuning many modules in the system.
The idea of sequentially processing an image by exploiting structure is not just
relevant to object localization. Sequential processing has also been explored for video
event detection, where running a multitude of detectors at all spatio-temporal scales
is very expensive. Amer et al. [36] propose an explore-exploit strategy that schedules
processes of top-down inference using activity context and bottom-up inference using
activity parts. They use a Q-learning algorithm to learn the optimal actions to
perform at a state. However, the learning algorithm needs the specification of a
reward function which is difficult to obtain in many domains. We use an imitation
learning algorithm that alleviates the problem of choosing a reward function.
3.2 Sequential Exploration
The most common formalism for sequential decision making is the Markov
Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is characterized by a set of states S, a set of
actions A, transition probabilities P and a reward function G (or equivalently a loss
function). A policy π is a function that maps states to actions π(s). The goal is
to find a policy that will maximize a cumulative function of the reward. When the
transition probabilities are unknown, reinforcement learning techniques are used to
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interact with the problem domain and sample the probabilities.
Our problem is to locate objects of a query class (q) by exploring as few image
regions as possible. Let R be the set of indices of the regions in the image and
t correspond to a step index. Let Rte be the set of indices of the explored image
regions and Rtu = R \ Rte be the set of indices of the unexplored image regions at a
step t. To state our problem in the reinforcement learning setting, a state st is the
set of all the image regions (r) explored until that step.
st = {ri|i ∈ Rte} (3.1)
An action corresponds to selecting the next image region to explore, at = rj
where j ∈ Rtu. The reward function is difficult to specify for our image exploration
problem. If we assume that spatial arrangements of objects in images are generated
from a hidden distribution similar to games generated by a hidden emulator, a true
reward function will allow the policy to learn a predictor that can replicate the
behavior of the hidden distribution. For example, if we are searching for a chair, by
setting the reward values higher for regions near a table than those far away from
it, the policy assigns a greater importance to table proximity feature. Since images
contain samples of spatial arrangements from the hidden distribution and the true
reward values are unknown, an imitation learning algorithm can be used to learn the
optimal policy. In imitation learning [67], rather than specifying a reward function,
an oracle demonstrates the action to take and the policy learns to imitate the oracle.
For us, the oracle selects the next region to explore based on the groundtruth labels.
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Hence, the policy is trained to predict labels similar to the groundtruth.
Imitation learning algorithms usually learn a strategy by training a classifier
on the dataset of state features and actions (labels) obtained by sampling sequences
produced by an oracle policy. They make an i.i.d assumption about the states
encountered during the execution of a learned policy which does not hold for our
problem since the policy’s prediction affects future states. During the test stage, if
the policy encounters a state that was not generated by the oracle policy, it could
predict an incorrect action that can lead to compounding of errors. Ross et al. [68]
propose an imitation learning algorithm called DAgger (Dataset Aggregation) that
does not make the i.i.d assumption about the states. DAgger finds a policy π̂ which
minimizes the observed surrogate loss `(s, π) under its induced distribution of states,
π̂ = arg min
π∈Π







π is the average distribution of states if we follow policy π for T
steps. Since dπ is dependent on the policy π, this is a non-i.i.d supervised learning
problem.
In our work, `(s, π) is the Hamming loss of π with respect to π∗ - the oracle
policy. At a given state, the policy is penalized for what it predicts for all the regions
in the unexplored set. Let
p = (pi)i∈Rtu (3.3)
be a list of the predicted labels where each label pi ∈ {0, 1} indicates whether the
corresponding region is predicted to contain an object of the queried class or not.
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The oracle policy produces a list the same length as p with groundtruth labels.
The Hamming loss is measured between the list of predicted labels and groundtruth
labels. When the policy labels more than one region for exploration, we select the
region with the highest belief as the next region to explore.
DAgger trains a single cost sensitive classifier for policy π̂ that considers fea-
tures extracted from a state and predicts labels to determine the next action. During
training, it starts with an initial classifier and runs through the states, predicting
labels for each state. Based on its predictions, it is assigned a loss value at each
state. At the end of an iteration, all the features, the predicted labels and the loss
values for all states are collected. The aggregate of all the collected datasets until
the current iteration is used to train a cost sensitive classifier, which becomes the
policy for the next iteration. DAgger is available through a simple interface in the
Vowpal Wabbit1 library. It contains a new programming abstraction proposed by
Daumé III et al. [75] where a developer writes a single predict function that encodes
the algorithm for the testing stage and the training is done by making repeated calls
to this predict function.
The function SEQ EXPLORE shown in Algorithm 1 is substituted for the
predict function in the programming abstraction of Daumé III et al. [75]. The
input to the algorithm is a list of object proposals and the number of regions that
we are allowed to process. We use a modified MCG [70, 71] for region proposal
generation and RCNN-depth [70] for region classification. The unary features used
for classification are objectness score, proposal rank, mean depth of the region,
1https://github.com/JohnLangford/vowpal_wabbit
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Algorithm 1 Sequential Exploration
1: function seq explore(obj proposals,N)
2: explored list← ∅
3: curr regions← obj proposals[0]
4: unexplored regions← obj proposals[1 :
end]
5: i← 0
6: while i < N and curr regions 6= ∅ do
7: i← i+ 1
8: rcurr ← pop(curr regions)
9: Push(explored list, rcurr)
10: for rj ∈ unexplored regions do
11: scorej = classify(rj , explored list)
12: end for
13: next← arg maxj scorej
14: push(curr regions, rnext)
15: remove(unexplored regions, rnext)
16: end while
17: return explored list
18: end function
1: function classify(rj , explored list)
2: features← ∅
3: unaryj ← unary features(rj)
4: append(features, unaryj)
5: non maximal supress(explored list)
6: pairs← ∅
7: for rk ∈ explored list do
8: label← query label(rj)
9: if label 6= bgnd then
10: pairrj ,rk ← pair features(rj , rk)
11: append(pairs, pairrj ,rk)
12: end if
13: end for
14: agg pair features← agg stats(pairs)
15: append(features, agg pair features)
16: (label, score)← DAgger Predict(features)
17: if training then




mean distance from the back of the room, minimum height from the ground and
maximum height from the ground. The pairwise features are 2D area overlap, 2D
size ratio, distance between centroids, difference in mean distance from the back
of the room, difference in minimum heights from the ground and the difference in
maximum heights from the ground. Most of these features were used by Silberman
et al. [69] for performing support inference. The aggregate feature set is constructed
by performing min-pooling for each class and each pairwise feature. For example,
one of the aggregate features would be constructed by collecting all the distances
between centroids of the current region and the regions of table class, and then taking
the minimum of those distances. This feature measures ”how far is the closest table
(and every other class) from the current region?”
The computational complexity of our algorithm in the worst case scenario of
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exploring all regions is O(n2) where we perform classification for every unexplored
region at every step after adding one region. However, we do not repeat the classifi-
cation if a newly explored region is marked as background since it does not change
the context features at that step. Hence the number of iterations where we classify
the unexplored regions is dependent on the number of foreground regions (k) in the
image and the complexity is O(nk). Since there are very few foreground regions in
an image, k is usually small.
3.2.1 Data subset selection
Due to the presence of a large number of background regions, the training
process can become very slow. Hence we need to select a subset of the background
regions such that the training time becomes tractable while maintaining perfor-
mance. A popular approach to background set collection is hard negative mining,
an iterative process where the training data is progressively augmented with the
false positive examples produced by the classifier in an iteration. Hard negative
mining is a computationally expensive technique which is exacerbated in our case
by the already expensive training process for a search strategy. Instead we use a
data subset selection technique motivated by the theory of Optimal Experiment
Design (OED) [76]. Given a linear regression model, the goal of OED is to select
samples such that the variance in the regression coefficients is minimized. A smaller
variance in the coefficients indicates that the prediction error on the test set is low
and hence the linear regression model trained with such a subset does not overfit
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the training data. Since DAgger uses a linear classifier to predict actions, we employ
an OED criterion to select a subset of the background samples.
Let X be a matrix of n samples with p features. Let Π be a row selection
matrix of size k × n. Each row of Π contains a value of one in exactly one column
and zeros otherwise. Let Y be the vector of predicted labels. A linear regression
model can be written as
Yk×1 = Πk×nXn×pβp×1 + εk×1 (3.4)
ε is the noise vector with mean zero and variance σ2Ik. In ordinary least squares re-
gression, the prediction error is directly proportional to the variance of the regression
coefficients. The variance is given by
var(β̂) = σ2(XTΠTΠX)−1 (3.5)
Optimal Experiment Design suggests many criteria that optimize the eigenvalues of
the inverse covariance matrix as a way to minimize the variance in the regression
coefficients. The A-optimal criterion minimizes the trace of the inverse covariance
matrix and the D-optimal criterion minimizes the determinant of the inverse covari-
ance matrix. The D-optimal criterion [77] is more popular due to the availability of
off-the-shelf implementations and also, it simplifies the determinant minimization
of an inverse to maximizing the determinant of the covariance matrix. Since we
want to select only a subset of the negative samples, we fix the selection variables
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for the positive samples. We use a row exchange algorithm2 that iteratively adds
and removes rows based on the increments in the determinant. The features we use
in the data matrix for subset selection are only the mean centered unary features,
since the pairwise features are constructed dynamically and they are difficult to
know beforehand.
3.3 Experiments and Results
3.3.1 Dataset
We demonstrate our approach on the NYU depth v2 dataset [69]. We use
the RCNN-Depth module of Gupta et al. [70] for the region classification. Their
region proposal module is a modified Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping (MCG)
[71] technique that incorporates depth features. Their feature extraction module is
RCNN [65] which includes CNNs fine-tuned on the depth images. The dataset is
split into three partitions - 381 images for training, 414 images for validation and
654 images for testing. Since RCNN is trained on the training split, the performance
of the detectors on the training set images is extremely good and does not reflect
the behavior of the detectors on the test set. Hence we run the detectors on the
validation set, obtain groundtruth labels for the detections and this set forms the
training set for learning search strategies. The thresholds for the detectors are set
based on the best F1 point on the validation set PR curves. We work with 18
categories and do not include the box category as its performance values are very
2The row exchange algorithm is available as part of the Statistics Toolbox in MATLAB.
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low with an average precision of 1.4%. We consider the top 100 regions obtained
from the region proposal module. One of the reasons we use only 100 regions is that
as we increase the number of regions, the amount of variation in the background
regions increases, making the classification boundaries highly nonlinear given our
feature set. Since the number of available positive samples is not sufficiently large,
it is difficult to train a nonlinear classifier.
3.3.2 Sequential Exploration
Given a sequence of processed image regions, we measure the performance
by the average precision (AP) of object detection performance versus the number
of regions processed. Specifically, we measure the average precision at intervals
of 10 image regions until we reach 100 image regions. Since our goal is to search
for an object of a query class, the sequence of regions produced by our sequential
exploration technique is different for different query classes. Figure 3.4 shows average
precision as the number of processed regions increases. Each figure compares various
sequences produced for a particular query class. The baseline technique we compare
with is the rank sequence obtained from the region proposal technique. The sequence
is usually rank diversified and not necessarily sorted by objectness scores. Since the
region proposal technique is not aware of the query class, it produces only one
sequence for an image.
First, we train a classifier with the query class as the label and just the unary
scene context features (see Sec. 3.2). Since the scene context features do not change
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based on the regions explored, we obtain scores from this classifier in a single step.
The scores are then used to rank the regions to obtain a sequence. Our results in-
dicate that the scene context features alone can achieve a significantly high average
precision by using very few regions - for some classes (Ex: bed, nightstand, sofa)
almost 20-25% of the regions when compared with the proposal ranking sequence.
Next, we perform a sequential search using strategies trained with object-object
context features along with the scene context features. The results indicate that for
classes like counter, lamp, pillow and sofa, object-object context improves the aver-
age precision over using just the scene context features. While we see improvement
in the dresser class as well, the number of test samples are too few to determine
the significance of the improvement. Figure 3.5 shows examples of search results for
different query classes. The examples show that our strategy which uses both scene
context and object-object context can locate objects of the query class earlier than
the other methods.
The supplementary material contains plots that compares our technique trained
with a randomly selected background subset against our technique trained with the
determinant maximization based background subset. The plots show that our de-
terminant maximization based subset selection technique performs better or equally
well with the random subset on most of the classes. But the main advantage of our
subset selection technique is the repeatability of experiments unlike the one with
random subset selection.
Computation time: On a single core of an Intel 4.0GHz processor, it takes
only 20ms on average for the search process in an image with 100 region proposals.
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The time taken for extracting CNN features is 5ms per region on a GPU. Since our
results show that for most of the classes we can achieve a high average precision at
around 25 to 50 regions instead of evaluating all 100 regions, the total time taken
for feature extraction and search overhead is 0.145s and 0.27s for 25 and 50 regions
respectively. This shows that the search overhead is negligible compared to the
total time and the reduction in number of regions directly translates to 2 to 4 times
speedup in computation time while still achieving a high average precision. The
time for context feature extraction is negligible because the necessary information
is already extracted by the region proposal module.
3.4 Conclusion
We have proposed a search technique for detecting objects of a particular class
in an image by processing as few image regions as possible. The search strategy is
framed as a Markov decision process learned using an imitation learning algorithm,
which sequentially explores regions based on structure in the scene. Our experiments
shows that unary scene context features of regions can alone achieve a significantly
high average precision after processing only 20-25% of the regions for classes like
bed, night-stand and sofa. By incorporating object-object context, the performance
is further improved for classes like counter, lamp, pillow and sofa. Our sequential
search process adds a negligible overhead when compared to the time spent on
extracting CNN features, hence the reduction in number of regions leads directly to
a gain in computation speed of the object detection process.
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Figure 3.2: Average Precision (AP) vs. number of processed regions. A
classifier trained for a query class with unary scene context features alone can achieve
a significantly high average precision by processing very few regions. Classes like
bed, nightstand and sofa need only 20-25% of the regions when compared to the
proposal ranking sequence. A search strategy trained for a query class using both
object-object context and scene-context features further improves the performance
for classes like counter, lamp, pillow and sofa. While the plots show sequential
processing of all 100 regions, the stopping criterion for practical situations can be
chosen based on the number of regions at which we obtain the maximum AP.
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Figure 3.3: Scene+Objects Context: Comparison of background selection
techniques. We see that the search strategy trained with a background subset
selected using determinant maximization performs better or equally well as the
strategy trained with a background subset selected randomly. But the main advan-
tage of the determinant maximization based subset selection is the repeatability of
experiments unlike the random subset selection.
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Figure 3.4: Scene Context: Comparison of background selection tech-
niques. We see that the performance of the classifier trained with a background
subset selected using determinant maximization is comparable to that of the clas-
sifier trained with a random background subset. But the main advantage of the
determinant maximization based subset selection is the repeatability of experiments
unlike the random subset selection.
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(e) Searching for chair. Number of regions processed = 45
Figure 3.5: Search results for different queries. We compare three strategies
- ranked sequence obtained from the region proposal technique (unaware of query
class), ranked sequence obtained from a classifier trained for a query class using
scene context features alone and sequence produced by a search strategy trained
for a query class using both scene context and object-object context features. Red
boxes indicate regions labeled as query class, yellow boxes indicate regions other
than the query class and blue boxes indicate regions labeled as background. The
images show a state in the search sequence of different methods at a certain number
of regions processed. We can see that our strategy which uses both scene context
and object-object context can locate an object of the query class earlier than the
other methods.
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Chapter 4: Feedback Loop between High Level Semantics and Low
Level Vision
Computer vision systems are generally designed as feed-forward systems where
low level detectors are cascaded with high level semantic analysis. Low level detec-
tors for objects, tracks or short activities usually produce a confidence measure
along with the detections. The confidence measures can sometimes be noisy and
hence a multitude of false detections are fed in to subsequent analysis stages. To
avoid these false detections, it is common practice to discard some detections that
are below a particular confidence threshold. Unfortunately, it is difficult to reli-
ably select a threshold a priori given a particular task. The threshold is generally
selected to achieve a “reasonable” trade-off between detector precision and recall,
since it is generally not possible to find all true detections (high recall) without also
hallucinating false alarms (low precision).
High level analysis integrates multiple low level detections together using se-
mantics to discard false detections rather than simply thresholding detector scores.
This typically involves constructing a Markov network over the detections, where
contextual relationships corresponding to high level knowledge about the image or
video are encoded as factors over combinations of detections [1, 12, 14, 20, 21]. A
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detection usually corresponds to one or more nodes in the network and relation-
ships between detections correspond to a factor. In Markov networks of high order,
each detection can be part of exponentially many instantiations of a factor and the
network size grows rapidly as a function of the number of detections. The problem
is further exacerbated by the inference process, whose computational cost is related
exponentially to the network complexity. When many detections are hypothesized
at low precision, the size of the Markov network becomes unnecessarily high since
the inference process sets most of the detections to false.
We tackle the problem of keeping the network size small by incrementally
adding only those detections that are most likely to be inferred as true while the
rest of them are kept false. We achieve this by adding a feedback loop between the
high level and low level stages, where the high level semantics guides the selection
of relevant low level detections. There are several advantages to this feedback loop.
First, it can locally adjust the thresholds for low level detectors based on the neigh-
boring context. Second, it keeps the network size small and the inference procedure
tractable. And third, we can potentially save computation by selectively running
the low level procedures like feature extraction and classification only when needed.
The goal of our feedback based incremental technique is to perform inference
and obtain the optimal solution of the objective function corresponding to the full
network (the network obtained when we include all the detections) by unclamping
only the relevant detections. We start with detections above a high confidence
threshold and clamp the remaining detections to false based on the closed world
assumption, the assumption that what is not known to be true is false. We then
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incrementally select from the remaining detections below the threshold to add to
the network. Our proposed feedback loop involves a principled mechanism by which
we identify the detections that are most likely to improve the objective function.
Motivated by cluster pursuit algorithms [78] for inference, we derive three scoring
functions that bound the increase in the objective function with varying degrees of
accuracy and computational cost. The first score function yields the exact increase
in the objective function, but it requires that the detector has been run everywhere
and that inference can be performed exactly; the second bounds the change in the
objective function, relaxing the inference requirements; the third provides an even
looser bound, but it is least computationally intensive and does not require the low
level detector to have processed the candidate detections (which is why we call it
the Blind Score).
We perform experiments on an event recognition task using one-on-one bas-
ketball videos. Morariu and Davis [1] used Markov Logic Networks (MLNs) on this
dataset to detect events like Shot Made, Shot Missed, Rebound etc. The inputs
are a set of event intervals hypothesized from low level detectors like the tracks of
objects. Using the feedback loop technique we show that we can successfully select
the most relevant event intervals that were earlier discarded due to thresholding.
The experiments show that our score functions can reach the optimal value in fewer




While many inference techniques work in an incremental fashion to tackle the
complexity issues, they do not necessarily behave as a feedback loop and hence do
not present with the advantages mentioned earlier. We mention few works here that
iteratively add detections while performing inference. In a scene segmentation task,
Kumar and Koller [79] hypothesize a set of regions in an image through multiple
bottom-up over-segmentations and exploit the high level energy function to itera-
tively select input regions that are relevant for the task. Zhu et al. [80] use the greedy
forward search technique of Desai et al. [81] for inference in their event recognition
system. The inference algorithm of Desai et al. first sets the output label for the
inputs to the background class. Each input is then scored based on the change in
the objective function if it were allowed to be labelled as a non-background class.
The top scoring inputs are then iteratively added until convergence. Our feedback
loop technique is based on the same idea of greedily reaching the MAP value as
quickly as possible but we provide a principled mechanism to performing inference
in higher order networks. Also we do not use it just as an incremental technique,
but extract more insight from the high level semantics to save computation for the
low level module. An interesting characteristic of our feedback technique is that we
can potentially run low level processes only when required during the inference.
Apart from the advantages of keeping the inference tractable, a feedback loop
can also be useful in other ways. Sun et al. [13] apply a feedback loop for object
detection with geometrical context. They jointly infer about the location of an
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object, the 3D layout of the scene and the geometrical relationships between the
object and the 3D layout. The speciality of their feedback loop is that the object
detector module adaptively improves its accuracy in the confidence measures of
detections based on the feedback from the scene layout.
The idea of incrementally building a network can be approached in principled
ways, including Cutting Plane Inference (CPI) and Cluster Pursuit Algorithms.
Many inference problems can be cast as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) which is
well suited for CPI. CPI employs an iterative process where the ILP is kept small
by adding only the most violated constraints. However, CPI cannot be used for our
feedback loop technique where we need to selectively set some detections to false.
Sontag et al. [78] propose a cluster pursuit algorithm, an alternative formulation
that incrementally adds cliques of variables (called clusters) and optimizes the dual
function, an objective function obtained through Lagrangian relaxation that is an
upper bound on the original (or primal) objective function. Their score function
for clusters is an approximation to the decrease in the dual value of the objective
function after adding a cluster, which is derived from the message passing updates
of Globerson and Jaakkola [82]. We use this idea of cluster pursuit algorithm and
derive a feedback technique for higher order Markov networks. Our scoring functions
use the dual value to calculate approximations for the increase in the primal MAP
value after adding a particular cluster.
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4.2 Incremental Inference with Feedback Loop
We consider Markov networks defined over binary nodes x = {x1, . . . , xn}
with factors θc(xc) defined over cliques of nodes xc such that c1, . . . , ck ⊂ {1, . . . , n}
. The Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) problem is defined as finding an assignment





The nodes xi are instantiated over candidate detections that are hypothesized by
low level detectors. For example, they can be object detections obtained from
running single-object detectors. The detector confidence scores output along with
the detections are used as unary factors for the nodes. The factors θc that involve
more than one detection represent the relationships between the detections. For
example, they can be spatial relationships like the placement of an object on top
of other objects. We obtain a MAP solution by performing inference, that will
ultimately label the hypothesized detections as true positives or false positives.
In Markov networks of high order, every newly added detection can become
combinatorially linked to other detections through the higher order factors. When
many detections are hypothesized at low precision, the size of the Markov network
becomes exponentially large and the inference process becomes computationally
expensive even though many of the detections are going to be inferred as false.
The goal of our incremental approach for inference is to maximize the function
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in (4.1) while keeping the network size small. We achieve this by unclamping only
those detections that are most likely to be labeled as true by the inference. The
rest of the detections are clamped to false, and while they always participate in the
objective function over the iterations, they are excluded from the network during
inference. We first perform inference with an initial network constructed from high
confidence detections while the rest are clamped to false. We then calculate scores
for the remaining detections based on the initial network. The scores measure the
change in the MAP value after adding a detection to the current network. These
scores are equivalent to locally adding an offset to the low level detector confidences,
based on the feedback, so that the detections appear above the threshold. Another
way to interpret this is that the thresholds get locally modified to select the de-
tections that are below the threshold. We then unclamp a selected number of top
detections and the process is repeated. When the incremental procedure is stopped,
the MAP solution to the current network provides the true/false labels to the active
detections and the remaining set of detections are labeled as false.
4.2.1 Clusters under closed world assumption
We show that incrementally unclamping detections is equivalent to adding
clusters of factors. First we partition the Markov network into three clusters as
shown in Figure (4.1). Let f be the set of active detections that are currently in
to the network and xf be the nodes that are instantiated over only the detections
from f . The factor θf is defined over just the nodes xf . Let g be the set of one or
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more detections that is to be unclamped in a given iteration and xg be the nodes
instantiated over at least one detection from g and any other detections from f . The
factor θg is defined over nodes xg and other nodes from xf that it shares with θf .
Let h be the remaining set of detections and xh be the nodes that are grounded over
at least one detection from h and any other detections from f ∪ g. The factor θh is
defined over xh and the other shared nodes with θf and θg. The overall objective
function expressed as a sum of these clusters is
Φ(x) = θf (xf1, xf2, xf3, xf4) + θg(xg1, xg2, xf2, xf3) (4.2)
+ θh(xh1, xg2, xf3, xf4)
Under the closed world assumption, any detection that is not included in the
Markov network due to thresholding is assumed to be false. To satisfy this condition
during the incremental process, we need to repartition the objective function (4.2).
During every iteration of the process, we have a Markov network that includes a set
f of active detections. The remaining detections from g and h are not yet added and
hence the nodes instantiated over these detections must be clamped to false. The
associated factors are projected on to the current network after setting the nodes of
the excluded detections to false. The resulting objective function is
Φcur(xcur) = θf (xf1, xf2, xf3, xf4) + θg(xg1 = 0, xg2 = 0, xf2, xf3) (4.3)











Figure 4.1: The shared nodes between clusters in a partitioning of a Markov network.
The set f contains active detections that are currently in the network and xf are
the nodes that are instantiated over only the detections from f . The set of factors
θf (xf ) is defined over the nodes xf . Similarly, g is the set of detections to be
unclamped at an iteration and h is the set of detections that are still clamped to
false.
To calculate a score for the set of detections in g, we need the objective function
to include these detections in the active set while all other remaining detections from
h are still clamped to false. This gives rise to the objective function
Φ′(x) = θf (xf1, xf2, xf3, xf4) + θg(xg1, xg2, xf2, xf3) (4.4)
+ θh(xh1 = 0, xg2, xf3, xf4)
Hence, the cluster of factors that need to be added to the current network during
an iteration is given by
Φnew(xnew) = Φ
′ − Φcur(xcur) (4.5)
= θg(xg1, xg2, xf2, xf3)− θg(xg1 = 0, xg2 = 0, xf2, xf3) (4.6)
− θh(xh1 = 0, xg2 = 0, xf3, xf4) + θh(xh1 = 0, xg2, xf3, xf4)
We now propose three score functions that measure the change in the MAP
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value after adding the cluster Φnew(xnew) to Φcur(xcur), with varying degrees of ac-
curacy and computational cost.
4.2.2 Detection scoring function
We define the score for a detection based on the change in the MAP value
after adding the detection to the current network. If we are adding the detection in
g, the score is given by
score(g)exact = ∆Φ = max [Φcur(xcur) + Φnew(xnew)]−max [Φcur(xcur)] (4.7)
We also propose an upper bound to the exact score - score(g)upper, that is
derived based on the ideas of cluster pursuit algorithm of Sontag et al. [78]. We
first obtain a dual of the MAP problem through Lagrangian relaxation. The MAP
problem is now equivalent to minimizing the dual objective function since the dual
value is an upper bound on the primal MAP value. We then use the message passing
algorithm of Globerson et al. [82] to obtain the message update equations for the
dual variables. Similar to Sontag et al. [78], we obtain an approximation to the new
dual value after adding a cluster to the current network, by performing one iteration
of message passing. Since the dual value is an upper bound on the primal MAP
value, the new decreased dual value gives an upper bound for the exact score.
Proposition 1 (Upper Bound Score). An upper bound on the change in the MAP
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value (4.7) after adding a cluster is given by















− max Φcur(xcur) (4.9)
where s is the set of nodes in the intersection of the sets xcur and xnew.
The proof can be found in Appendix A. The first term in the upper bound score
is equivalent to averaging the MAP values obtained by enforcing same assignment for
one shared node at a time. The upper bound score can be calculated efficiently using
an inference algorithm that calculates max-marginals with only a little computation
overhead (eg. dynamic graph cuts [83]) and hence can avoid performing repeated
inference to calculate the exact score.
We derive another approximation to the score function called the Blind Score
since it is dependent only on the max-marginals of the current network and does
not involve the max-marginals of the new cluster to be added. It is obtained as a
lower bound to the upper bound score (not the exact score).
Proposition 2 (Blind Score). A lower bound to the upper bound score (A.15) is
given by






∣∣∣∣ maxxi=0,xcur\i Φcur(xcur)− maxxi=1,xcur\i Φcur(xcur)
∣∣∣∣ (4.11)
where s is the set of nodes in the intersection of the sets xcur and xnew.
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The proof can be found in Appendix A. This score measures the average of the
difference in max-marginals of the shared nodes. It indicates the susceptibility of
the shared nodes in the current network to change their values when a new cluster is
added. The score is low if the absolute difference in the max-marginals of the shared
variables is high. This indicates that the current network has low uncertainty (or
strong belief) in the assigned values to the shared variables. Similarly the score is
high if the absolute difference in the max-marginals is low. This indicates that the
network has high uncertainty in the assignments to the shared variables and that is
where we need more evidence/observations.
Since the blind score is independent of max-marginals of the new cluster, it
does not need the confidence score of a detection which is usually used as a unary
potential in the new cluster. This can save computation for the low level detectors by
avoiding expensive procedures like feature extraction and classification throughout
an image/video and instead run them only when it is needed by the inference.
However, the blind score needs to know the shared variables (s) between the new
cluster and the current network. This corresponds to determining the locations
where the detector would be run and these are usually easy to obtain for sliding-
window approaches. For example, to perform 3D object detection, Lin et al. [14]
first generate candidate cuboids without object class information which fixes the
structure of their network and hence tells us the shared variables for any cluster.
They then extract features for generating unary potentials and use it in a contextual
model to assign class labels to the hypothesized cuboids. If we use the blind score
during the inference, we can potentially save computation by not extracting features
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(a) A sequence of events which shows a shot being missed by Player1 and the rebound received
by Player2. When Player2 is clearing the ball, the track goes missing for a while and hence the
confidence measure for that clear event is low.
(b) Applying an initial threshold for Clear events does not include the highlighted Clear event.
However the corresponding Shot Missed event by Player1 is included in the network. The absolute
difference in the max-marginals represents certainty of a node assignment and hence the negative
of that difference represents uncertainty. Here, darker colors indicate high uncertainty. When the
Clear event is missing, the network is highly uncertain right after the Shot Missed event.
(c) The node assignments become more certain after adding the missing Clear event.
Figure 4.2: Visualization of the Feedback Loop
for cuboids that are likely to be labeled as false. Figure (4.2) illustrates our feedback
loop technique using an example from the basketball dataset of Morariu et al. [1].
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Figure 4.3: PR curves for the newly hypothesized events with continuous confidence
measures. The red star shows the operating point of Morariu et al. [1] in their
feed-forward approach.
4.3 Experiments
4.3.1 One-on-One basketball dataset
The one-on-one basketball dataset used by Morariu et al. [1] contains tracks of
players and ball along with court annotations for seven basketball videos. The are
eight events of interest: Check, Out Of Bounds, Shot Made, Shot Missed, Rebound,
Clear, Dribble and Steal. They use a Markov Logic Network (MLN) [84] to represent
high level rules of the game which interrelates the various events. The inputs to the
MLN are candidate events hypothesized by low level detectors which use the tracks
of players and the ball.
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4.3.2 Hypothesizing candidate events
In the MLN used by Morariu et al. [1], each event was hypothesized with
just two discrete confidence values. However, continuous confidence measures are
required for the events to better tie them to reality. We hypothesize a new set of
candidates with continuous confidence measures for the Shot Made, Shot Missed,
Rebound and Clear events and copied the other events (Check, Dribble, Out Of
Bounds, Steal) from their dataset. The confidences are obtained based on observa-
tions like ball near a player, ball seen inside the hoop, player being inside the two
point area, etc. The PR curves of the event hypotheses is shown in Figure (4.3).
Since our modified observation model introduces higher uncertainty in event interval
endpoints, we also make few minor modifications to the original MLN to make it
robust to the overlapping endpoints of different event intervals.
We first test the importance of continuous confidences in the feed-forward
setting by feeding in all the hypothesized intervals to the MLN without thresholding.
The confidence measures are used as unary potentials for event predicates in the
MLN. Inference is then performed to obtain a MAP assignment for the ground MLN,
which labels the candidate events as true or false based on the high level context
of the game. The results are shown in Table (4.1). We see that the confidence
measures play a significant role in improving the event recognition performance.
We have implemented our system as an extension of Alchemy [85], a software
package for probabilistic logic inference. The MAP problem for MLNs is framed as
an Integer Linear Program (ILP) [86] and we integrated our system with the Gurobi
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Morariu et al. [1] Ours
P R F1 P R F1
Check 0.84 0.89 0.87 0.86 0.90 0.90
Clear 0.86 0.61 0.71 0.81 0.82 0.82
Dribble 0.81 0.75 0.78 0.79 0.82 0.80
OutOfBounds 0.88 0.66 0.75 0.80 0.62 0.70
Rebound 0.62 0.72 0.67 0.82 0.84 0.83
ShotMade 0.64 0.86 0.73 0.87 0.87 0.87
ShotMissed 0.67 0.79 0.72 0.81 0.85 0.83
Steal 0.08 0.50 0.13 0.25 0.25 0.12
Overall 0.72 0.75 0.74 0.81 0.83 0.82
Table 4.1: Comparison of MLN Recognition Performance using all the hypothesized
intervals without thresholding. We can see that the continuous confidence measures
for input events play a significant role in improving the performance.
ILP solver [87] for performing inference.
4.3.3 Incrementally adding events with feedback loop
We demonstrate the feedback loop technique by incrementally adding one
type of event, the Clear event. The confidence values for the Clear event are scaled
between 0.5 and 1. We initialize the network with all the event intervals except
for Clear which is thresholded at 0.75. We then run four iterations of the feedback
loop and in each iteration, we add a certain number of top ranking Clear events
from the remaining set. There are five different kinds of scores that we experiment
with: score(g)exact, score(g)upper, score(g)blind, observation score and random score.
The observation and random scores are baseline approaches to incrementally adding
constants without using a feedback loop. The observation score is the confidence
measure that comes from the low level detectors. By adding constants based on their
observation score, we are effectively reducing the threshold uniformly throughout
the video. The random score is basically selecting a certain number of Clear events
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Figure 4.4: Feedback based scores achieve better solutions with fewer detections; We
apply an initial threshold on the Clear events and incrementally add the remaining
events using the feedback based scores. We measure the exact MAP value of the
Markov network along with the f1 score corresponding to the ground truth. The
plots start at the same initial value for all the five scoring methods since the initial
network contains the same set of events. Our feedback based scores achieve better
solutions with fewer detections than the baselines - observation score and random
score.
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Figure 4.5: We apply threshold on both the Rebound and Clear events for initial
network and then incrementally add both events at every iteration. We still see
that the exact score and the upper bound score reach better solutions with fewer
detections than the observation score. However, the blind score falls slightly below
the observation score since it depends only on the current network and the context
in the current network is weak due to fewer events.
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randomly and adding them without looking at either the confidence measures or the
context in the main network.
The results are shown in Figure (4.4). Among the seven videos from the
dataset, four of the them are large enough to add intervals in an iterative manner.
We show the plots of MAP value and also the f1 scores against the number of Clear
detections in the current network. The plots start at the same initial value for all the
five scoring methods since the initial network contains the same set of detections.
The goal of our feedback technique is to reach the final MAP value in few iterations
by adding only the relevant detections while keeping the rest of them false. The
MAP values increase faster with all of our three feedback based score functions
when compared to the observation score. The exact score is the quickest followed
by the upper bound score and then the blind score. The plots of f1 scores also
show that we can reach the best possible value with fewer detections using feedback
based score functions implying that they select the most relevant events from the
missing ones. We observe that the blind score performs well when compared with
the observation score. This indicates that the context in the main network has a
huge impact on what needs to be added to improve the MAP value.
We also experiment with jointly thresholding the Rebound event along with
the Clear event. The Rebound events are scaled between -0.25 to 0.1 and we choose
a threshold of 0 for the initial network. The Clear events are scaled between 0.5 to 1
and we choose a threshold of 0.75. We then proceed to iteratively add the remaining
Rebound and Clear events. The results in Figure (4.5) show that the exact score and
upper bound score can reach the best possible MAP value and f1 score by adding
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fewer detections. However the plot for blind score falls below that of the observation
score. By increasing the threshold on the Rebound event, the strength of context
in the main network is weakened and hence the blind score which is dependent on
just the current network starts to perform poorly.
4.3.4 Effect of initial threshold
To observe the effect of initial threshold, we experimented with four different
initial thresholds for the Rebound event. Like before, the Rebound events are scaled
between -0.25 to 0.1 and the Clear events are scaled between 0.5 to 1. We choose
a threshold of 0.75 for Clear events and vary the initial threshold for Rebound
events starting from the lowest, which is -0.25 (includes all the Rebound events) and
increase up to the value 0 which is high enough to weaken the context. As the initial
threshold is increased for the Rebound events, the initial network becomes sparse
weakening the context in the initial network. Figure (4.6a) shows that a higher
threshold decreases the MAP value achieved in the first iteration of adding events
to initial network. The blind score is affected the most since it is dependent only on
the current network. It continues to perform poorly in later iterations (Figure (4.6b))
at higher initial threshold for the Rebound event. Hence, it is important to select a
reasonably high threshold that allows enough number of events in the initial network
without increasing the network size.
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(a) First iteration of adding Rebound and
Clear events
-0.25 -0.2 -0.1 0





















(b) Second iteration of adding Rebound and
Clear events
Figure 4.6: Effect of initial threshold for the Rebound event in video 4; The con-
fidence scores for the Clear events are scaled between 0.5 to 1 and the Rebound
events between -0.25 to 0.1. We fix the initial threshold for Clear event at 0.75 and
vary the threshold for Rebound from -0.25 to 0. We observe that a higher threshold
for Rebound event in the initial network decreases the MAP value that is achieved
in the first iteration of adding Rebound and Clear events to the initial network. The
blind score continues to perform poorly in later iterations at higher initial threshold
due to weak context in the initial network. However, the exact score and the upper
bound score are still stable with respect to the initial threshold.
4.4 Conclusion
We propose a computational framework for a feedback loop between high
level semantics and low level detectors in a computer vision system, where we use
the information in the high level model to select relevant detections from a set of
candidate hypotheses. We start with high confidence detections and then iteratively
add only those detections to the model that are most likely to be labeled as true
by the high level model. This helps us keep the model size small especially in the
presence of many noisy detections. We develop the framework for higher order
Markov networks and propose three feedback based scoring functions to rank the
detections. We show through our experiments on an event recognition system that
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the feedback loop can construct smaller networks with fewer detections and still
achieve the best possible performance.
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Chapter 5: Feature Selection using PLS regression and Optimal Ex-
periment Design
Datasets with a large number of features are prevalent in many fields like
Computer Vision, Bioinformatics and Chemometrics. These large datasets pose
analytical and computational challenges, and the problem is even worse for high
dimensional cases where the number of features is much greater than the number
of samples. A feature selection process reduces the dimensionality of the data by
identifying a subset of the original features that captures the maximum amount of
information from the data. The advantages of feature selection are improving the
generalization capability of models, reduce computation time and provide a better
understanding of the interaction among features [88].
Among supervised feature selection techniques, ranking by regression coeffi-
cients is one of the simplest ways to select features. Partial Least Squares (PLS)
[89,90] is a widely used regression technique for high dimensional datasets. It is ex-
tensively used for wavelength selection in Chemometrics and gene selection in Com-
putational Biology [91,92] as they typically present with high dimensional datasets.
The features are usually selected by ranking them according to the value of their
PLS regression coefficients or other relevance measures. The caveat of this procedure
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is that it doesn’t jointly look at the features and is susceptible to selecting redun-
dant features. Similar to `1 and `2 norm penalized regression techniques, penalized
techniques for PLS [93, 94] are one of the approaches to perform feature selection
with PLS. The penalized regression techniques enforce sparsity in the regression
coefficients along with the minimization of model variance.
The other approach to minimizing the variance of the regression model is to
apply the theory of Optimal Experiment Design (OED) [76] and its optimality cri-
terions to PLS regression. The three most commonly used optimality criterions are
A-optimality, D-optimality and E-optimality which respectively minimize the trace,
determinant and maximum eigenvalue of the covariance matrix of regression coef-
ficients. Optimal Experiment Design has been used for sample selection problems
like sensor selection and Active Learning [95]. The optimality criterions are not spe-
cific to sample selection and can also be used to measure the optimality of models
with different sets of features. Hence we use these criterions with PLS to develop a
supervised feature selection technique. We show that an optimal feature subset can
be selected by applying these criterions to the loadings covariance matrix obtained
from PLS.
We first decompose the prediction error of PLS regression into its bias, variance
and noise components. We then apply the OED criterions to the covariance matrix
of regression coefficients to derive the A-optimality and D-optimality versions of the
Optimal Loadings criterion. We also show that the A-Optimal Loadings criterion
can be obtained by explicitly incorporating the property of maximum relevance
as maximizing energy content in the loadings matrix. The minimum redundancy
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property is incorporated as minimizing the condition number of loadings matrix.
However, solving the Optimal Loadings criterions is computationally challenging
as it is dependent on different PLS models for evaluating different feature subsets.
Hence we propose an approximate D-Optimal Loadings criterion that is based on
a single loadings covariance matrix obtained with the entire set of features. We
also obtain a mathematical relationship between the approximate and the original
D-Optimal Loadings criterion and use it to qualitatively justify the approximation.
The advantage of the Optimal Loadings criterions is that the features are
evaluated as subsets rather than individual features and hence can simultaneously
measure redundancy along with relevance of features. This advantage is clearly
evident in our experiments when the number of selected features is small. In our
experiments we implement the D-Optimal Loadings criterion that maximizes the
determinant of the loadings covariance matrix. Experiments on four datasets indi-
cate that the D-Optimal Loadings criterion performs consistently better than the
standard feature selection techniques, in terms of classification accuracies obtained
with feature subsets.
5.1 Related Work
Feature selection techniques can be classified [88] into individual feature rank-
ing methods and feature subset evaluation methods. The individual feature ranking
methods use relevance measures to sort the features in a rank order. Fisher Score [96]
and ReliefF [97] are two techniques that belong to the ranking methods. Features
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can also be ranked based on regression coefficients and other informative vectors like
Variable Influence on Projection (VIP) [98]. Although these methods have a compu-
tational advantage, they fail in the presence of redundant features as the minimum
redundancy property needs to be measured by jointly looking at the features. A
popular technique that incorporates both the relevance and redundancy properties is
the minimum redundancy and maximum relevance (mRMR) framework [99,100]. It
involves an objective function that is based on Information Theoretic measures and
uses incremental search techniques to find the feature subsets. The computational
challenge in the original mRMR framework is the estimation of mutual information
when the number of samples is small and also when the data is continuous. However,
a kernel based dependency measure like the Hilbert Schmidt Independence Criterion
(HSIC) can be used instead of the mutual information measure. The HSIC has been
used as a measure of feature dependence by L.Song et al. [101].
In the presence of high dimensionality, ordinary least squares regression fails
due to the singularity of the feature covariance matrix. Hence regularized linear
regression, usually with `1 and/or `2 penalization [102,103], is employed to obtain a
biased model with smaller variance. Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression [89,90]
is a commonly used technique for handling high dimensional datasets. It provides
two viewpoints to the modeling process - as a regression technique and as a feature
extraction technique. While it can extract information in a latent space of few
dimensions, the sparsity of the features needs to be explicitly incorporated into the
PLS formulation for feature selection. In the Sparse PLS of K-A Lê Cao et al. [93],
`1 penalization is applied to the loading vectors in the PLS-SVD formulation to
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integrate feature selection into the modeling process. The Sparse PLS of H.Chun
and S.Keles [94] uses both the `1 and `2 penalization like that of Elastic Nets in the
PLS formulation.
In Ordinary Least Squares regression, under uniform noise assumption, the co-
variance matrix of the regression coefficients is independent of the response variable.
This property is used to apply the Optimal Experiment Design [76] to unsupervised
feature selection. The Laplacian Score technique [104] is a ranking based algo-
rithm for unsupervised feature selection that has been extended [105] with OED
and shown to perform better than the original ranking based algorithm. While
both the penalization and the OED approaches have been studied for ordinary least
squares regression, only the penalization methods have been tried with PLS. Our
work explores the application of the OED criterions to PLS regression.
5.2 Preliminaries
5.2.1 Partial Least Squares
Partial Least Squares is a simultaneous feature extraction and regression tech-
nique, well suited for high dimensional problems where the number of samples is
much lesser than the number of features (n  p). The linear PLS model can be
expressed as
X = TP> +Xres (5.1)
Y = UQ> + Yres (5.2)
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where Xn×p is the feature matrix, Yn×q is the matrix of response variables or class
labels, Tn×d is called the X-scores, Pp×d is X-loadings, Un×d is Y -scores, Qq×d is
Y -loadings, Xres and Yres are the residuals. The data in X and Y are assumed to
be mean-centered. X-scores and Y -scores are the projections of n samples onto a d-
dimensional orthogonal subspace. The X-scores are obtained by a linear combination
of the variables in X with the weights W ∗ as shown in Eqn. (5.3).
T = XW ∗ (5.3)
The inner relation between X-scores and Y -scores is a linear regression model
[89] and hence X-scores are called predictors of Y -scores. If B is the regression
coefficient for the inner relation between the scores, we can write
U = TB (5.4)
Substituting the above Eqn. (5.4) in Eqn. (5.2) we get
Y = TBQ> + Yres (5.5)
= TB̃ + Yres (5.6)
where B̃ = BQ>. The least squares estimate of B̃ is then given by
B̂ = (T>T )−1T>Y (5.7)
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Hence PLS can be expressed in a linear regression form as,
Ŷ = TB̂ = T (T>T )−1T>Y (5.8)
For a detailed explanation of the PLS technique, we guide the readers to refer [89,90].
The two most popular algorithms to obtain the PLS model are NIPALS [90]
and SIMPLS [106]. SIMPLS provides weights W ∗ which can be combined directly
with X where as NIPALS provides weights W that act on the residuals Za obtained
by deflating X at every component a. The relationship between the two is given
by [90],
W ∗ = W (P>W )−1 (5.9)
Here we consider the case of a single response variable Yn×1 and use the equa-
tions from the NIPALS algorithm to obtain the PLS model. However we consider
a small variation, where we normalize the scores instead of the loadings. At every














Za+1 = Za − tap>a (5.13)
where Z1 = X. The weights and scores form an orthonormal set i.e. w
>
i wj = 0 and
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t>i tj = 0 for i 6= j.
5.2.2 Notation
Let π denote a subset of feature indices from the set {1, 2, 3, . . . , p} containing
exactly k elements. The feature subset matrix Xπ is expressed as
Xπ = X(n×p)Π(p×k) (5.14)
where Π is a column selection matrix that selects k out of p features. Each of the
k columns of Π contains a single entry of one at a row indexed by an element in π
and zeros elsewhere. Any parameter of a model built with a subset of features is
represented by a subscript π.
5.3 Optimal Loadings Technique
5.3.1 Optimal Experiment Design for PLS
Consider a linear regression model
Y = Xβ + ε (5.15)
where Yn×1 is the response vector, Xn×p is the feature matrix, βp×1 is the regression
coefficient vector and εn×1 is the noise vector with mean zero and covariance σ
2In.
The noise for different observations are assumed to be independent of each other.
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The Partial Least Squares estimate of the regression coefficients can be ob-











By substituting for Y from Eqn. (5.15) in the above Eqn. (5.16), we find that the













where in Eqn. (5.17) we have assumed that ΠW ∗πT
>
π and ε are negligibly correlated.
This is possible when the Signal to Noise Ratio is high and hence the deviation in
the PLS model with respect to noise is negligible. The covariance of β̂π is given by
cov(β̂π) = E
[










For a new sample (x, y) such that y = x>β + e and ŷ = x>β̂π, the mean squared
prediction error of PLS can be decomposed into its bias, variance and noise compo-
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nents.
E[(y − ŷ)2] (5.22)
= x>E[(β − β̂π)(β − β̂π)>]x+ σ2 (5.23)







Bias2 = x>(Ip − ΠW ∗πT>π X)ββ>(Ip −X>TπW ∗>π Π>)x (5.25)
Since the squared prediction error is directly proportional to cov(β̂π), the prediction
error can be minimized by minimizing the covariance of PLS regression coefficients.
Also, in high dimensional datasets, reducing the model variance helps avoid overfit-
ting to the data. The theory of Optimal Experiment Design proposes to minimize
this covariance by optimizing the eigenvalues of ΠW ∗πW
∗>
π Π
> through various crite-
rions.





† have the same non-zero eigenvalues,
where † represents the Moore-Penrose inverse.
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where eigval() refers to the eigenvalues of a matrix. Eqn. (5.28) can be regarded as
a similarity transformation since Wπ is orthonormal. The rank of these matrices is
equal to the number of latent components (d) extracted.
Using the above Lemma 1 and applying the A-optimality criterion to the











We can drop the pre and post multiplication by Π as it is only padding zeros to
change the size of the matrix, (PπP
>
π )
†, from k × k to p× p. For a fixed number of
selected features, k, the A-optimal criterion can be rewritten as
Definition 1 (A-Optimal Loadings criterion). The A-optimality version of Optimal










We could also apply the D-optimality or E-optimality criterion which mini-
mize the determinant or the maximum eigenvalue respectively, instead of the trace
in Eqn. (5.31). Among these optimality criterions, the D-optimality criterion is the
most popular due to availability of off-the-shelf algorithms in convex optimization
toolboxes and row exchange algorithms. It also simplifies the determinant mini-
mization of an inverse to maximizing the determinant of the matrix itself. The









which is equivalent to
Definition 2 (D-Optimal Loadings criterion). The D-optimality version of Optimal










where det †() represents pseudo-determinant which is a product of non-zero eigen-
values of the matrix.
The actual determinant is substituted by a pseudo determinant as the criterion
involves a rank deficient matrix.
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5.3.2 PLS models with Maximum Relevance and Minimum Redun-
dancy
The A-Optimal Loadings criterion (5.31) can also be obtained by applying the
requirements of maximum relevance and minimum redundancy for feature subsets.
The following derivation provides an intuitive viewpoint to the same criterion that
is obtained from the theory of Optimal Experiment Design.
The reconstruction error in a feature extraction technique measures the differ-
ence between the original energy content in all the features and the amount captured
by the latent components. While it is our goal to obtain features that best explain
a response variable, the structure in data should also be preserved. By substituting
for pa from Eqn. (5.12) in Eqn. (5.13), we get






The reconstruction error can also be viewed as the residuals that cannot be explained
by the PLS model. Hence we can use Eqn. (5.34) to express the error in a form
similar to that of reconstruction error for PCA.



















where Eqn. (5.37) is obtained by substituting for X from Eqn. (5.1) in the second
term and making use of the fact that the scores T are orthogonal to the residuals
Xres. The reconstruction error reduces with increase in the number of components
















It should be noted that the reconstruction error in itself is not considered in cri-
terion (5.38). This criterion tries to select the feature subset that contains the
maximum energy content (measured by Frobenius norm) in the PLS model after
feature selection.
The criterion (5.38) is also directly proportional to covariance between the
features X and the response variable Y . This can be seen by substituting for pπ














Y > (ZaZ>a )
2 Y
(5.39)
Since PLS extracts components such that the covariance between features and re-
sponse variable and the covariance between features itself are simultaneously max-
imized, the criterion (5.38) simultaneously satisfies the relevance property towards
the response variable and the latent information in features.
However, the trace criterion (5.38) does not measure the redundancy property
and hence we incorporate condition number of P>π to measure the linear dependence
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of columns/features. Since we want to minimize the condition number, the criterion









































This is the same A-Optimal Loadings criterion (5.31) obtained earlier by applying
the Optimal Experiment Design to Partial Least Squares regression.
5.3.3 Approximation for the D-Optimal Loadings criterion
In our experiments we choose to implement the D-optimality version of Opti-
mal Loadings criterion as it simplifies the minimization of determinant of inverse ma-
trix to the maximization of determinant itself. The availability of off-the-shelf algo-
rithms for determinant maximization is another advantage of using the D-optimality
criterion.
The loadings in criterion (5.33) is dependent on π and is infeasible to construct
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a PLS model every time a subset of features is to be evaluated. This would defeat
the purpose of a feature selection technique. Hence we try to express the criterion
in terms of loadings obtained with all features. From Eqn. (5.1), we have




res πXres π (5.43)
Π>X>XΠ = Π>PP>Π + Π>X>resXresΠ (5.44)





>PP>Π + ∆π (5.45)






Since we use the D-optimality criterion for feature selection, we discuss the rela-
tionship between the determinants of PπP
>
π and Π
>PP>Π. The singularity of these
matrices presents difficulties in quantifying their behavior. Therefore we obtain
the relationship between the determinants of regularized matrices (PπP
>
π + I) and
(Π>PP>Π + I).
Theorem 1. The relationship between the determinants of (Π>PP>Π + I) and
(PπP
>
π + I) is given by,
det(PπP
>
π + I) = det(M + ΛMΣ
−1) det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.47)
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where M is a unitary matrix, Λ is a diagonal matrix of real eigenvalues of ∆π and
Σ is a diagonal matrix of positive eigenvalues of (Π>PP>Π + I).








>PP>Π + ∆π (5.48)






We make use of Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula [107] for expressing the de-
terminant of sum of matrices.
det(PπP
>
π + I) = det(Π
>PP>Π + I + ∆π) (5.50)
= det(Π>PP>Π + I + UΛU>) (5.51)
= det(I + ΛU>(Π>PP>Π + I)−1U) det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.52)
= det(I + ΛU>V Σ−1V >U) det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.53)
= det(I + ΛMΣ−1M>) det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.54)
= det(M + ΛMΣ−1) det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.55)
where we have applied Eigen-decomposition on ∆π and (Π
>PP>Π + I). Σ and Λ
are diagonal matrices containing non-negative eigenvalues (σ) of (Π>PP>Π + I)
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and real eigenvalues (λ) of ∆π, respectively. M is a unitary matrix obtained as a
product of two other unitary matrices U and V .
The two determinants are highly correlated when the condition number of
(M+ΛMΣ−1) is small. The condition number of a matrix measures the asymptotic
worst case of the amount of perturbation that can be produced by the matrix when
multiplied with other matrices. The eigenvalues in Σ and Λ are indicators of the en-
ergy content in structured data and noise respectively, where noise is any structure
that cannot be explained by the first d components of the PLS model. The theoret-
ical and empirical observations (found in the supplementary material) suggest that
the condition number is small when the variance in noise is low and levels of noise
are far away from that of structure in data. Therefore under the assumption of high
Signal to Noise Ratio, we can ignore ∆π and substitute for PπP
>
π from Eqn. (5.45)




The number of components in Π>PP>Π and PπP
>
π must be equal to compare the
information between the two matrices. The number of components in PLS regression
determines the bias and variance of the model. It is usually chosen such that the
cross-validation error of PLS regression is minimum.
The experiments and discussion in the following sections use the D-optimality
criterion for feature selection. D-optimal designs are usually generated by employing
row exchange algorithms [77, 108]. These algorithms add or delete rows, starting
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from a non-singular set, in order to increase the determinant. The algorithm iterates
until the increment in determinant becomes lesser than some fixed threshold or
the number of iterations reach a maximum value. However, it is not guaranteed
that the iterations will converge to the global maximum value. One of the first
exchange algorithms was developed by V.V.Fedorov and several modifications have
been proposed to improve the computational performance [108]. The traditional
D-optimal experiment design differs from the feature selection problem, as it allows
duplicate samples. Hence the standard exchange algorithms need to be tweaked to
avoid duplicates for feature selection.
Since the D-optimality criterion involves maximization of the determinant, it
can also be treated as a convex optimization problem [109]. The integer constraints
πi ∈ {0, 1} need to be relaxed to πi ∈ [0, 1].












πi = k (5.58)
0 ≤ πi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . p (5.59)
It can be seen that the solution to the original problem in Criterion (5.56) is a
feasible solution to the above relaxed problem. Usually we obtain a discrete solution
by considering the k largest values of πi, which can lead to a sub-optimal solution
to the original problem. The log det criterion is an objective function available with
popular SDP solvers [110]. One of the disadvantages of the convex optimization
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(d) CMU PIE dataset
Figure 5.1: Relationship between the original criterion log det[PπP
>
π ] and the ap-
proximate criterion log det[Π>PP>Π], that are obtained by applying PLS for varying
number of features, k, in a subset π. The approximate and original criterions are
positively correlated for the real datasets. Hence, by maximizing the approximate
criterion we are not too far away from the maximum of the original criterion.
methods is that they store the entire convex hull of features, which is difficult to
handle for large loadings matrix due to memory restrictions.




We can obtain an upper bound for the relationship (5.47) by finding the largest
singular value of det(M+ΛMΣ−1). The spectral norm measures the largest singular
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value of a matrix. Using few of the properties of norms we can write





where λmax = maxi |λi| and σmin = mini σi. Therefore the upper bound for rela-
tionship (5.47) is given by,
det(PπP
>






det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.62)
To determine the lower bound, we will need to find the smallest singular value of
det(M + ΛMΣ−1). However the only safe bound that can be obtained is that the
smallest singular value is greater than zero as the determinants on both sides of
the relationship need to be positive. Nevertheless, a qualitative discussion can be
provided by estimating the smallest singular value by a lower bound for the norms
of the columns. We will first express the matrix M + ΛMΣ−1 as,











































Since λj can be negative, the lower bound is dependent on ratio between λj and
σi. Therefore we just let l be the column that minimizes the column norms and
calculate a λmin,l such that








and an approximate lower bound on the determinant can be written as
det(PπP
>
π + I) &
∣∣∣∣1 + λmin,lσl
∣∣∣∣k det(Π>PP>Π + I) (5.68)
Combining the two bounds in (5.62) and (5.68) we get
∣∣∣∣1 + λmin,lσl







In most practical situations the bounds in inequality (5.69) are much tighter. The
number of non-zero eigenvalues of ∆π are usually few and hence the exponential
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factor of k is also low.




>PP>Π for random data and three of the datasets (ORL, MNIST, CMU
PIE) used in our experiments. The random data is of size 100 × 1000. The point
clouds are generated by observing the determinant values for randomly selected
subsets of size k. We can see that for the MNIST (Figure 5.1(b)), ORL (Figure
5.1(c)) and CMU PIE (Figure 5.1(d)) datasets, the point clouds are very narrow
and the behavior of two matrices are almost positively correlated.
We can use the bounds in inequality (5.69) to qualitatively describe the situ-
ations when the point clouds in Figure 5.1 will be narrow so that the determinants
are positively correlated. The point clouds are narrower when the ratio between the
bounds is close to one. Minimizing this ratio is equivalent to minimizing the condi-
tion number of the matrix (W + ΛWΣ−1) which is the ratio of its largest singular
value to its smallest singular value. The largest singular value of (W + ΛWΣ−1) is
1 + λmax since the minimum of σi is one. The condition number is then given by,
κ ' 1 + λmax∣∣∣1 + λmin,lσl ∣∣∣ (5.70)
The eigenvalues (λ) of ∆π are usually few large positive values coming mostly due
to Π>X>resXresΠ and few negative values coming due to −(X>res πXres π). These
eigenvalues are indicators of the information content in the noise, where noise is any
structure that cannot be explained by the first d components of the PLS model.
The eigenvalues in Σ are indicators of information content in the structured data.
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where λmin = minj λj. In this case, the condition number is low when
the ratio between λmax and λmin is low i.e. the variance in noise is low. When there
are negative eigenvalues, λmin,l is satisfied by an eigenvalue whose absolute value is
close to σl. In such a situation, the condition number is low when λi are farther
from σi i.e. the levels of noise and structured data are separated. Therefore the
approximation gets better as the variance in noise gets lower and noise levels are
farther away from that of structured data. In many real datasets, linear regression
can provide good models and hence in such situations by maximizing det(Π>PP>Π+
I), we are not too far away from the maximum of det(PπP
>
π + I).
5.5 Experiments and Results
To evaluate the performance of our feature selection criterion, we test it in a
classification framework where feature selection is treated as a preprocessing filter
that produces the indices, π, of the selected feature subset. The feature subset
is then used to obtain low dimensional subspaces using PLS. The classification is
performed using a Linear Discriminant Classifier in the low-dimensional projection
subspace. In a cross-validation setting, the test data is separated from training data
for both feature selection and classifier training. This experimental setup is used
in order to avoid any overoptimistic performance results obtained when evaluating
feature selection using the entire data, as reported in [111].
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5.5.1 Datasets
The experiments are performed on four datasets - two of them are face image
datasets, one is a handwritten digit dataset and the last one is a mass-spectrometric
dataset of cancerous and normal tissues. For all of the three image datasets, pixel
values are used as features and no feature extraction is performed. The first dataset
is a subset1 [112] of the MNIST handwritten digits. This dataset contains 200 images
each for 10 different digit classes, producing a dataset of size 2000×784. The second
one is a subset of the AT&T ORL face image database. The dataset consists of face
images for 10 subjects with 10 images for each subject with pose variations, which
produces a dataset of size 100 × 10304. The third dataset is a subset of the CMU
PIE database that contains face images of 10 different people in a fixed frontal pose
(Pose 27) with light and illumination changes. There are 49 images per person,
hence producing a dataset of size 490×4096. The fourth is the Arcene dataset from
the NIPS Feature Selection Challenge. It contains training and validation sets each
of size 100× 10000. There are two classes in this dataset.
5.5.2 Comparison with other Feature Selection Techniques
We evaluate the performance of D-Optimal Loadings criterion along with other
supervised feature selection techniques such as ranking by regression coefficients,
Fisher Score [96], RRelief-F [97] and mRMR [100]. For the D-Optimal Loadings
criterion, the number of components is chosen based on the minimization of cross
1http://www.cad.zju.edu.cn/home/dengcai/Data/FaceData.html
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(c) CMU PIE dataset


























Figure 5.2: Classification performance with feature subsets: The D-Optimal Load-
ings criterion performs better than others on the MNIST and the CMU PIE datasets
and performs equally well with the mRMR technique on the ORL and the Arcene
datasets. It also shows a consistent performance especially when the number of
selected features is small.
validation error of PLS regression and the determinant maximization is performed
using a tweaked version of the row exchange algorithm available in MATLAB Statis-
tics Toolbox. The same PLS model is used to obtain the regression coefficients and
the top features are selected based on the absolute value of their coefficient. We use
the regression version of Relief-F as it showed better performance than the classifi-
cation version. In RRelief-F, the neighborhood and number of samples for quality
estimation are set to 10 and 100 respectively. Finally for the mRMR technique we
use the Mutual Information Quotient scheme since it is shown to perform better
than the MI Difference scheme. Here we do not discretize the data any further.
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We compare the performance using classification accuracies obtained using
a Linear Discriminant Classifier. We prefer to use a simple linear classifier so as
to avoid tuning the new parameters introduced by nonlinear classifiers. Since the
number of selected features can be greater than the number of samples, the classifier
is trained in a PLS subspace to avoid over-fitting. The feature subset is used to
construct a subspace whose dimensions are again selected based on least cross-
validation error for PLS regression. This happens to be same as that used for the D-
Optimal Loadings criterion. Given the number of components as d, the experiments
are conducted for varying sizes of the feature subset. During the test phase, we
select the feature subset from test data, find projections using weights from training
phase and then classify using the trained model.
We found that the cross validation error of PLS regression stabilizes at around
10, 15, 30 and 20 components for the ORL, MNIST, CMU PIE and Arcene datasets
respectively. Using these number of components, we perform a 20-fold cross-validation
experiment for the ORL dataset and 10 fold cross-validation for MNIST and CMU
PIE datasets. A larger number of folds is used for the ORL dataset due to smaller
number of samples. For the Arcene dataset, the validation set is used as the test
set and entire training set is used for training. Figure 5.2 shows the classification
accuracies obtained with D-Optimal Loadings, Regression coefficients, Fisher score,
Relief-F and mRMR for the four datasets. The D-Optimal Loadings criterion out-
performs other techniques on the MNIST and the CMU PIE datasets and performs
equally well with the mRMR technique on the ORL and the Arcene datasets. The
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(b) Sample CMU PIE image
Figure 5.3: Feature points selected by D-Optimal Loadings, Regression Coefficients,
Relief-F, Fisher Score and mRMR techniques. The features selected by D-Optimal
Loadings are well distributed across the significant regions of the image unlike others
that tend to get clustered or lie in noisy regions.
of selected features is small. We see that the Fisher score and Relief-F are generally
worse performing for smaller number of features since they do not handle redundancy
among features. In Figure 5.3 the feature points selected by the five techniques are
shown overlaid on sample images from two of the datasets. The features selected by
D-Optimal Loadings are well distributed across the significant regions of the image
unlike others that tend to get clustered or lie in the noisy regions.
5.6 Conclusion
Our work explores the application of the theory Optimal Experiment Design
(OED) to Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression. We use the OED to derive the
A-Optimal Loadings and D-Optimal Loadings feature selection criterions with the
goal of minimizing the variance of the PLS regression model. We specifically use an
approximation of the D-Optimal Loadings criterion that maximizes the determinant
of loadings covariance matrix to select an optimal feature subset. The availability
of off-the-shelf row exchange algorithms and convex optimization methods for de-
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terminant maximization hastens the feature selection stage in a pattern analysis
problem. One of the important characteristics of the Optimal Loadings criterions is
that they are based on optimization of eigenvalues which is necessarily evaluated at
a subset level. We also provide insight into the technique by deriving the A-Optimal
Loadings criterion by using just the properties of maximum relevance and minimum
redundancy for feature subsets. The results from our experiments with four datasets
indicate that the D-Optimal Loadings criterion selects better feature subsets when
compared to other techniques such as mRMR and Relief-F. Apart from classifica-
tion accuracies, the locations of feature points on these images also indicate that it
selects non-redundant features from the significant regions of the image.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented techniques that model context for improving
accuracy and reducing computational requirements of object detection and event
detection tasks.
We showed that modeling context is essential for detecting objects mentioned
in referring expressions. The main challenge addressed by our technique is the lack
of annotations of context objects for training. Our proposed technique learns the
contextual relationships between objects in a weakly supervised manner by relying
on the annotations available for the referred object. We demonstrated that modeling
context provides better performance than models trained on object properties only.
We have also shown the benefits of context as a guide to sequentially process-
ing images and videos. We used structure in scenes and activities to incrementally
process images and videos while saving computation resources. In the case of detect-
ing objects in indoor scenes, we learned search strategies using imitation learning
which did not involve explicit encoding of spatial relationships between objects. We
also proposed a feedback based incremental algorithm to detect events in one-on-
one basketball videos. Our sequential technique used basketball rules to construct
relationships between detected events and then used it to search for other missing
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events. The results from both the domains showed that intelligent searching using
context can reach the best accuracy possible by processing very few regions when
compared to naive methods that do not use context.
Our work in this thesis provides a few directions for future work.
• Referring expressions can be parsed as a tree of objects, attributes and rela-
tionships. Such a hierarchy can be imposed on visual grounding as well to
better model the referring expressions.
• Datasets like Visual Genome [55] contain annotations of objects and relation-
ships in detail which can be used to learn context models with full supervision.
It would be worthy to see if a model learned with weak supervision like ours
and a model learned with full supervision can be combined. Even fully an-
notated datasets may benefit from additional (larger scale) data that is not
explicitly annotated.
• In an application where there is a dialogue between humans and robots to
perform tasks, information is received by the robot in an incremental fashion.
For example, a robot might be asked to fetch a box via a referring expression.
If the robot is still confused, it receives additional information in the referring
expression for disambiguation. This task could be solved by incrementally
constructing the query and knowledge about the environment to understand
referring expressions.
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Appendix A: Derivation of Scoring Functions for Feedback Loop In-
ference
Before deriving the score functions, we first formulate the MAP inference prob-
lem in binary Markov networks as an Integer Linear Program (ILP) following the
work of Globerson and Jaakkola [82]. The integer variables in the ILP are then
relaxed to continuous values giving us a relaxed linear program. We then obtain the
dual of this relaxed linear program and show a block co-ordinate descent strategy
that can be used to solve the dual through a “message passing algorithm”. How-
ever we do not solve the the inference problem in the dual space. We only use the
message update equations for the dual variables to obtain our score functions.
Sontag et al. [78] use these message update equations to rank clusters of vari-
ables in their cluster pursuit algorithm which incrementally adds clusters of variables
to the objective function and solves the MAP problem in the dual space. They rank
the clusters using a score function that measures the decrease in the dual value of
the objective function when a cluster is added. We also derive our score functions
similar to their approach by using the message update equations.
While the derivations in [78, 113] are provided for pairwise graphical models,
we derive them for general networks of any order.
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A.1 Linear Programming Relaxation of the MAP problem
Let x = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} be a set of binary variables and C = {c : c ⊂
(1, 2, . . . n)} be a set of clusters. Consider a function Φ(x;θ) defined as a sum
of the functions θc(xc) defined over the clusters of variables. The goal of Maximum









Let S = {c∩ c′ : c, c′ ∈ C, c∩ c′ 6= ∅} be the set of intersections between clusters and
S(c) = {s ∈ S : s ⊆ c} be the set of overlap sets for cluster c. The above problem
can be reformulated as an integer program by introducing indicator variables µc(xc)









subject to µc(xc) ∈ {0, 1} ∀c ∈ C (A.3)∑
xi
µi(xi) = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (A.4)
∑
xs\i
µs(xs) = µi(xi) ∀s ∈ S, i ∈ s (A.5)
∑
xc\s
µc(xc) = µs(xs) ∀c ∈ C, s ∈ S(c) (A.6)
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The constraint in Equation (A.6) enforces that the cluster indicator variables must
be consistent with the intersection set indicator variable and the constraint in Equa-
tion (A.5) enforces the consistency of an individual variable with all the intersection
sets that it is part of. The set of constraints on µ denoted asML(C) is known as the
marginal polytope. This problem is completely equivalent to the original problem
A.1 and is hence as hard as the original problem. In many cases, this is NP-Hard
and hence we obtain a linear programming relaxation by allowing the indicator vari-
ables to take on non-integer values i.e. replace the constraints as µc(xc) ∈ [0, 1]. The
optimum of the relaxed problem gives an upper bound on the MAP value.
We will now find the dual problem of the relaxed linear program. Let λcs(xs)
and λsi(xi) be the dual variables corresponding to each of the constraints in Equa-
tion (A.6) and Equation (A.5) respectively. The constraint in Equation (A.4) will
be kept implicit and used to simplify the Lagrangian later.


































































We can now analytically maximize with respect to µ ≥ 0 and the implicit





































The above dual formulation is a simple extension of the technique adopted
by D. Sontag [114] where they derive the dual of the LP relaxation for pairwise
potentials. Another dual formulation, with constraints, can also be obtained by
following the method of Globerson and Jaakkola [82].
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A.2 Block Coordinate Descent in the Dual
A block coordinate descent strategy can be used to minimize the dual objective.
At every iteration, the dual variables λcs(xs) are updated for one cluster while
the rest are kept fixed. Similarly the dual variables λsi(xi) are updated for one
intersection set at a time while the rest are kept fixed. The update messages for the
dual variables are given below.
From a cluster to one of its intersection sets:























From an intersection set to one of its variables:



















The derivation of the update messages can be found in Section A.5.
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A.3 Upper Bound Score - Proof of Proposition 1
Proposition 3 (Upper Bound Score). An upper bound on the change in the MAP














− max Φcur(xcur) (A.15)
where s is the set of nodes in the intersection of the sets xcur and xnew.
Proof. In the block coordinate descent algorithm, during each iteration of the min-
imization procedure, the dual variables λcs(xs) are updated for one cluster c and
all its intersection sets s ∈ S(c) while the rest are kept fixed. Similarly the dual
variables λsi(xi) are updated for one intersection set s and all the variables in this
set (i ∈ s) while the rest are kept fixed.
We calculate the scores for one cluster at a time while setting the dual variables
for other clusters to zero. Let θf (xf ) be the cluster of potential functions of the
current network and θg(xg) be the cluster of potential functions of the new cluster.
We start with all the dual variables set to zero. Since we consider only two clusters
f and g, the number of intersection sets is just one i.e. |S(f)| = |S(g)| = 1. The
first update (Equation A.11) is performed to the dual variable λfs(xs) while setting
the rest of the dual variables to zero.
λfs(xs) = max
xf\s
[θf (xf )] (A.16)
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This is followed by an update to the dual variable λgs(xs) given by
λgs(xs) = −λfs(xs) + max
xg\s
[θg(xg) + λfs(xs)] = max
xg\s
θg(xg) (A.17)






[λfs(xs) + λgs(xs)] (A.18)
We now measure the value of the dual objective function before and after





















When we initialize the dual variables to zero, the value of the dual objective function
is
J (0) = max
xf
θf (xf ) + max
xg
θg(xg) (A.20)
After performing one update for the dual variables λfs(xs) (Equation A.16) and
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λgs(xs) (Equation A.17), we can see that
max
xf















































To avoid performing costly max-marginalization over the intersection set s to




























We still need to perform max-marginalization, but only over one variable at a time.
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This gives us a new upper bound on the dual value














Since the dual value is an upper bound on the primal MAP value, we have
max
x















Substituting for cluster θf (xf ) as Φcur(xcur) and θg(xg) as Φnew(xnew) we can















− max Φcur(xcur) (A.30)
A.4 Blind Score - Proof of Proposition 2
Proposition 4 (Blind Score). A lower bound to the upper bound score (A.15) is
given by






∣∣∣∣ maxxi=0,xcur\i Φcur(xcur)− maxxi=1,xcur\i Φcur(xcur)
∣∣∣∣ (A.32)



























maxxcur\i,xi=0 Φcur(xcur) + maxxnew\i,xi=0 Φnew(xnew)
)
,(
maxxcur\i,xi=1 Φcur(xcur) + maxxnew\i,xi=1 Φnew(xnew)
)









































We now assume that maxxnew\i,xi=0 Φnew(xnew) ≥ 0, which can be enforced by adding
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Since the maximizing assignment to Φcur(xcur) had xi = 1, any other assignment
with xi = 0 must be less than the maxima. Hence,
δi ≥ −
∣∣∣∣ maxxcur\i,xi=0 Φcur(xcur)− maxxcur\i,xi=1 Φcur(xcur)
∣∣∣∣ (A.39)
A similar argument can be made if the assignment to an xi = 0. Hence we











∣∣∣∣ maxxcur\i,xi=0 Φcur(xcur)− maxxcur\i,xi=1 Φcur(xcur)
∣∣∣∣ (A.41)
A.5 Message Update Equations
Theorem 2. The message update in Equation (A.11) for the dual variable λcs(xs)
corresponds to block co-ordinate descent on the dual objective J(λ).
Proof. The proof follows from the ideas in the derivation of the optimality of the
MPLP update from [113]. It shows that the value of the dual objective function
reaches the minima in the variable λcs after performing a single update to it.
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Consider fixing all λcs(xs) except for one cluster c. The part of the objective













































































 = B (A.47)
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J̄(λ) = Ac(xc) +
∑
s∈S(c)
As(xs) ≤ B (A.56)
whereas we earlier showed that B is the lower bound on J̄(λ). Hence J̄(λ) = B
which implies that the update equation does indeed minimize the dual objective in
the coordinates λcs(xs).
Theorem 3. The message update in Equation (A.13) for the dual variable λsi(xi)
corresponds to block co-ordinate descent on the dual objective J(λ).
Proof. Consider fixing all λsi(xi) except for one intersection set s. The part of the




































 = B (A.60)
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J̄(λ) = As(xs) +
∑
i∈s
Ai(xi) ≤ B (A.69)
But we showed that J̄(λ) ≥ B. Hence J̄(λ) = B and the update equation minimizes
the dual objective in the coordinates λsi(xi).
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